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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The main objective of this report is to summarize the methodical experience from the research
in WP4. In addition, the report takes the opportunity to increase the usefulness of D4.2 for the
project as a whole, by taking up some comments on integration of WP4 results into other
ETTIS WPs and revises some of the methodical comments from D 3.1. In particular, D4.2
offers the opportunity to make a step towards codification of the envisaged ETTIS
methodology, developed against the background of the experiences made in ETTIS to support
research agenda setting in the security domain.
The report explains how threats and needs were identified in WP 4 and how scenarios were
created out of this. As a main contribution to the methodical discussion in ETTIS, this report
refers to the ongoing discussion on how to proceed in WP 5 and WP 6, given the experience
from the research in WP4 and WP3.
Scenarios were foreseen to play a key role throughout the whole project. The experience from
the work in WP4 confirmed that scenarios are a key methodological constituent of the ETTIS
methodology for research and innovation prioritisation. However, a remarkable amount of
different types of scenarios were created up to now. In order to integrate the working and
findings from WP4, WP5 and WP6, it is crucial to have the right level of abstraction in these
different types of scenarios. Up to now, we have created broad context scenarios, more
specific threat scenarios, and detailed challenge scenarios in ETTIS. The definitions of these
different types of scenarios are presented in the glossary of this report, but the purpose and
meaning for ETTIS, as well as relationships between these different types of scenarios needs
further elaboration to be clarified. This report has identified some possible development path
to combine consistency and diversity analysis for scenario development. Such methodical
development is currently taking place in WP5.
This report has laid the ground for the work of identifying and assessing solutions to societal
security needs, i.e. the work of WP5. The work in WP4 has been on methodology and
content, with the delivery of a huge amount of substantive information. In order to advance
the further methodological development in ETTIS, WP5 will show a different balance and
focus more on methodical development. However for WP6 a usable list of priorised research
topics is necessary. It is an ongoing matter of discussion on which method can be used, to
produce this.
WP 6 finally should contribute to the public discussion about future research topics. It is a
crucial factor of success to streamline the results from WP 4 and WP 5 to feed into the
methodical concept of WP6. Therefore, all methodical insights are discussed and assessed
against the background of the main goals of ETTIS.
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1

INTRODUCTION

By discussing and addressing the methodical issues that we encountered in WP4 and putting
forward some initial methodical ideas to be used in WP5 and WP6, this report provides some
useful insights into the methodical experience of WP4 and the methodological interfaces to
WP2, WP3, WP5 and WP6.
This report references to other WP results in ETTIS and tries to give inputs to a metadiscussion on different methods used in ETTIS. In chapter 2 the methodical framework from
WP3 is discussed in the light of WP4’s findings and changes to this framework are developed.
A starting point for the methodical discussion is the position of WP4 in the methodical
framework of WP3.
The next three chapter of this report are about the key methodical insights emerging from
WP4. WP4 aims to identify threats and needs, and to derive scenarios from them. However,
with respect to the timing of the different tasks, this was not a linear process. Initially we had
planned to develop scenarios and do the threat identification in parallel. In doing this, we have
learned, that instead a better approach was to first identify threats using a combination of
document analysis, interviews and IT based weak signal scanning, then to develop scenarios
in workshops, and finally identify needs by means of discussions in focus groups. This is
reflected in the order of the chapter in this report. Chapter 3 focuses on the threat
identification methods. In chapter 4 the scenario methods are discussed and in chapter 5 the
methods for need identification are presented.
As scenario methods are used in WP5, chapter 6 deals with the developments of perspectives
and options for this, based on WP4 experience.
In chapter 7 the overall experience of WP 4 is reflected upon, in view of the end user and
stake holder’s interests. Finally n chapter 8 summarises the consequences of WP 4
experiences for the second half of the ETTIS project.
2

THE RESEARCH PROCESS IN ETTIS AND THE POSITIONING OF WP4

In this report, the methodical experience of WP4 is discussed in light of the main goals of the
ETTIS project and the interests of the end user and other stakeholder groups in ETTIS.
As mentioned in the ETTIS B-Form, the aims of the ETTIS project are
1. "to identify, understand and assess in a scenarios framework future threats, needs and
opportunities for societal security,
2. to develop and test a methodological approach and model for a revolving process of
security research priority setting,
3. to derive research priorities geared towards the needs of user organisations, as well
as rationales and options for policy intervention, and
4. to help increase awareness of and attention to security research results, and
contribute to overcoming barriers by advancing and testing a range of intelligence
tools and techniques."1

1

ETTIS B-Form
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In D3.1 a first methodical framework was proposed as a description of the core research
process in ETTIS and key activities in WP 4-6 were identified to meet ETTIS’ key objectives.
After finishing WP 4, this report takes the opportunity to reformulate the research process of
ETTIS, based on the experience gained in WP 4. As in every research process, the knowledge
about the research process increases in doing the process. In principle, the interdependency of
the WPs 4-6 has not changed. However, the research process in WP 4 has lead to a deeper
thematic understanding and a more precise language, so that key technical definitions, used in
ETTIS, such as threats, scenarios, needs, solutions, capabilities, options and other technical
terms have more clearly redefined in this report.
The following figure, developed in D3.1, visualises the research concept, prior to the
experience in WP4.
Figure 1: ETTIS core research processes, prior to WP4 research

Context
scenarios
Solutions

Societal
Needs
Threat
scenarios

WP 5
WP 4

WP 6

Capabilities

R & I Needs /
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(Real)
options

Role of
government

Role of other
actors

Source: ETTIS deliverable D3.1

The figure makes clear, that WP 4 serves as input to WP 5 and results from WP5 feed into
WP 6. The core idea was that WP 4 produces context scenarios and threats and derives social
needs from scenario analysis. It was expected, that the developed scenarios would be at a
level of abstraction that would allow the immediate use of the scenarios in the subsequent
work packages, in particular WP 5. Furthermore, it was expected, that new knowledge would
be created in WP 4 about different types of threats. In addition, the definitions of threats needs
and scenarios in the glossary, produced in WP3, have been improved by bringing in the
experience from WP 4.
In general, the main objectives from WP4 were originally defined as:




to identify and anticipate associated future user and societal needs,
develop context-based threat scenarios,
and identify key threats to society for further analysis.
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These objectives were addressed in the research activities, but it turned out that the topics
discovered in WP 4 could not be unequivocally be categorized as threats or needs or options.
In fact, it turned out that a primary threat topic can be an option. Furthermore, some threats
directly imply certain social needs, whereas other do not. A main result from working with
threats was that threats are always related to a subjective interpretation of a specific event. If
this event is harmful to someone, or to a group, this group will consider this event as a threat.
Conversely, if this event has positive effects for a different group or individuals, they will
consider this event as an option or an opportunity.
In doing the research in WP 4 it became clear that methods for threat identification delivered
threats, but although needs, capabilities, options, trends, wild cards and other topic classes.
In particular, the weak signal scan delivered hints to present and future capabilities, options
and solutions. However, the identification of these different categories of topics is only
possible by human judgement. Often, this judgement is based on expert knowledge. An
unexpected result from WP4 was that it is very difficult to differentiate among threats, needs,
opportunities, capabilities, trends, disruptive events and wild cards, even if you have in-depth
experience. In addition different methods of threat identification showed different results.
But this will be discussed in detail discussed in the threat identification chapter, in detail.
The core research activity in WP 4 focused on the scenario development via workshops,
supported by results from other research activities such as threat identification, information
mining, interviews and focus groups. The scenarios were then validated by experts in a
validation workshop.
As described in D 4.1, scenario development in WP 4 basically proceeded in two steps: In
the first step, context scenarios were created. In a second step threat scenarios were
developed and embedded in the context scenarios. These embedded threat scenarios are
called “context based threat scenarios”. (A detailed definition can be found in the glossary of
this report.)
Since the beginning of ETTIS there has been an intensive discussion about whether to focus
on domains or to work with "the most important threats" of the future. There are advantages
and disadvantages of both options. On the one hand, it is a main intention of ETTIS to
identify future threats, without any prejudice. On the other hand, most of the methods for
threat identification rely on expert judgment, which implies domain knowledge. Choosing
experts is only possible within a given domain of expertise. In WP 4, we used a domainneutral approach whenever possible e (i.e., internet scan) and we defined domains when
required (i.e., interviews, focus groups and validation workshop). It was an interesting result
that both research directions ended up with the same specification of domains.
The findings from the internet scan pointed to different clusters of threats: cyber security,
nuclear security, climate change, ocean acidification, rainforest destruction, different types of
anthropogenic pollution (water, air, light, noise, space), genetic threats, invasive species,
biomimetic robots and food security. Except for cyber - and nuclear threats, most of the other
threats can be clustered as environmental threats. However, in terms of number of sites, the
environmental cluster is about 10 times as large, as each of the other cluster (cyber and
nuclear). At the beginning of ETTIS, it was suggested by the EC to focus on cyber, nuclear
and environment. These three domains were discussed by and confirmed within the
consortium. At the beginning of WP4 it was clear, that some methods are in need to specify a
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abstraction needed to be identified, when setting up the scenarios. Having this in mind, the
WP 5 and WP 6 teams should have been involved in the scenario building process in WP4,
which was not foreseen in the work schedule. In addition WP 5 and WP6 teams should now
closely coordinate the further processing of the developed scenarios by keeping in mind that
the level of abstraction is important for the usefulness of the scenarios. An abstract scenario
might fit to almost every future situation (e.g. a positive developing EU), but is useless for
research planning. A specific scenario (e.g. cyber bulling is increasing) does imply a single
research option, e.g. do research against cyber bulling and thus is not helpful for research
planning.

3

METHODS FOR IDENTIFICATION OF FUTURE THREATS

In this chapter the different methods of threat identification are discussed and advantages and
disadvantages of the different methods identified, including a critical review of the quality
and usefulness of results.
In general to identify future threats has quite some epistemic challenges. A major problem of
threat identification is that the definition of a threat is not clear. In a common sense, a threat
results from intentional human activities and is potentially harmful to the security of an
individual or a group of humans.
However in the analytical work of WP 4, it became clear, that a threat is a subjective
interpretation of a specific event. If this event is harmful to a person or a group, this event is
considered as a threat from all group members. This opinion is not necessary shared by other
groups or other humans. In particular, there might be another group, who takes advantage
from this event. As a result the group usually will not consider this event as a threat.
Therefore, threats are always subjective expression of a value. Threats can be a warning that
one is going to hurt or punish someone, they can be a sign of something dangerous or
unpleasant which may be, or is, about to happen, or they can be a source of danger.2 In each
of those meanings, the following 3 essential elements are part of a threat:




a harmful event
a cause of this event (either accidently or by intention)
a effect of this event

This means, that scanning for threats will bring all three components: events, causes and
effects. To identify these different elements of a threat we will need then to employ human
interpretation.
It is even more difficult to identify future threats, which are not apparent in the present. By
definition, some of the future threats are unknown right now, which makes them
undiscoverable. However humans have a long tradition in identification of potential harmful
events. Therefore, most of the natural harmful events and lots of the manmade harmful events
are known. Nevertheless, when it comes to new technological developments and new trends,
such as climate change and human waste, we discovered fairly new harmful events.

2

http://www.thefreedictionary.com
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The overall method mix for threat identification deployed in WP 4 is a combination of threat
identification from different sources, like:




Expert knowledge (Interviews)
Internet (Weak signal mining for future threats)
and expert literature (future studies)

and interpretation of the results. The interpretation was based on two different methods: :



Literature research
and expert workshops

The following chapter 3.1 and 3.2 will give some details about the experience with each
method in threat identification. Chapter 3.3 will explain the threat identification with literature
research and the sense making with expert knowledge.
3.1

INTERVIEWS WITH KEY STAKEHOLDERS

The main aim of the interviews was to get a detailed picture of threats, needs and security
solutions in the three domains: cyber infrastructure, nuclear material and environment. This
detailed picture helped us initially to set a thematic focus in each of the three domains and
secondly to derive key factors for the development of the scenarios.
3.1.1

Selection of stakeholder

The first task was to identify stakeholders with expertise on understanding strategic, tactical,
operational and societal needs. The basis for this identification was the list of stakeholders
developed in Task 7.2 (see D7.2 “Stakeholder identification and analysis”). Thereby,
identified stakeholders were selected from basically two different groups: Conventional
security research end-users (e.g. Technical Relief Teams, Ministries of Civil Protection, etc.)
and representatives from public and civil society organisations that are engaged in addressing
societal needs (e.g. religious communities, civil rights groups, etc.).
We aimed at reaching a balanced mixture of both groups of stakeholders (e.g. governmental
organisations, civil society organisations, etc.) as well as a balanced expertise of the selected
thematic domains (i.e., cyber infrastructure, nuclear material and environment). We added a
forth domain “general” – for all interviews from which we got inputs for all the three
domains, nuclear material, cyber infrastructure and/or environmental issues and also about
threats and needs on a more general level.
Overall 71 stakeholders were contacted – 27 of them agreed to be interviewed by us.
Generally it can be observed that it is much more likely that stakeholders agree to do an
interview, if the interview is conducted in their r mother language. Therefore the list of
stakeholders was divided up among the members of the ETTIS consortium in order to cover
different mother tongues. This meant that , organisations from the same country as the
respective interviewers are a bit overly represented. In addition, unfortunately, it was not
possible for the ETTIS consortium to convince stakeholders from Eastern European countries
to be interviewed in English.
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Many of the identified threats have a global significance (e.g. climate change, nuclear
proliferation, cyber war), so that the results don’t change much with the nationality of the
interviewee. However, if future interviews were directed to detect local threats and needs, the
project should be provided with a sufficient budget to be able to conduct interview in all
relevant languages.
3.1.2

Development of an interview guide

To get an impartial picture of threats, needs and security solutions in the three domains we
developed an interview guide with open questions to make sure that we do not restrict the
answers of the stakeholders in any way. The interview guide is described in detail in chapter
3.1 of D4.1 “Threat Scenarios”.
A general result of the interviews was that the majority of respondents didn’t see the necessity
to distinguish between “needs” and “solutions”, although the members of the ETTIS
consortium (interviewer) explained the difference at the beginning of the interview.
We observed that for the majority of the respondents the boundaries between “needs” and
“solutions” were blurred. In most cases when asked for the societal needs the respondent
explained what should be done in a more general way and when asked for solutions they put it
in more concrete terms and gave examples.
3.1.3

Interview procedure

In order to ensure the rights and wishes of potential participants, the interviews were on a
strictly voluntary basis, without risk, personal or otherwise for the volunteers.
Potential participants in the interviews have been given all the information that might
reasonably be expected to influence their willingness to participate through an informative
introductory letter and the declaration on data projection. Information about the aims and
methods of the project was presented in a language easily understandable also by persons
unfamiliar with research or the specific research topic. The information sheet as well as the
data protection declaration was published in D4.1 “Threat Scenarios”.
3.1.4

Interview results – Threats

In general it was observed that the majority of the respondents identified threats of different
categories. On the one hand very high level threats such as climate change were mentioned.
On the other hand, respondents also mentioned single event threats, such as e a terrorist attack
on a nuclear site. Descriptions of the current situation out of which threats could develop (i.e.,
complexity of IT-systems, increase of mobile devices) were also pointed out. Additionally
controversial technologies (e.g., genetically modified crops or nanotechnology) were
mentioned as threats by some of the respondents.
Thus the interviews are not suitable as an only source to identify threats. Other methods such
as weak signal scanning and also desktop research methods have to complement the results
from the interviews to be able to derive a systematic list of future threats.
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Although many of the respondents were quite reluctant to predict the development of the
threats in the future, the consultation of experts is still one of the few methods available in
areas which can’t be reasonably computed (like meteorological events).
Thus we see expert interviews as good complementary method to identify future threats.
First results to societal needs
The interviews aimed to provide some initial insights on societal needs, specifically collect
some explorative information on all the aspects from threats to needs and solutions associated
to some examples of threats.
Most of the respondents mentioned rather general societal needs, such as education and
awareness or good crisis management. On the other hand more specific suggestions such as
new ICT systems with security by design or the withdrawal from the nuclear energy
programme were also made. This meant that the identification of societal needs from expert
interviews alone is rather difficult.
Thus, ETTIS uses the “needs” results of these interviews only as a correcting factor after
using a methodical approach for the identification of societal needs (see chapter 4). However,
the correcting input from the expert interviews is important to validate if our overall results
are still in line with the perception of the experts.
Societal security solutions
When talking about solutions, some interview partners suggested technologies or technical
guidelines (e.g. build-in security, high level of redundancy, detection systems), while others
pointed out political measurements (e.g. international agreements, international cooperation),
or general capabilities (e.g. well educated engineers, resilience of the society).
Within ETTIS the solutions are derived systematically in work package 6. The findings of the
interviews provide a good way to validate the results of this work package and to include the
point of view of the experts. However, possible differences in the findings could also emerge
and, if this is the case, results shall be thoroughly examined.
3.1.5

Conclusion

Overall, the expert interviews provide a good way to complement other more systematic
methodologies to identify threats, needs and security solutions. Due to the different
backgrounds of the experts, these three terms (threat, need, and solution) were associated with
slightly different meanings. Thus, the answers of the interview partners fell into different
categories or levels. Although the findings of the interviews can’t be used as the only source
to identify threats, needs and security solutions, they are still very valuable as initial input that
can be used in an iterative process to corrective and fine tune findings from different methods.
It is always better to have similar results from different methods, than having results from one
method alone. In addition, the interview process allows how to stay in contact with the expert
community.
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3.2

WEAK SIGNA
AL MINING

As desccribed in thee D4.1, weaak signal m
mining is bassed on interrnet scanninng, with cusstomized
softwaree. A starting point for the softwarre scanning was that more
m
than 999.9% of thee files on
web serrvers are irreelevant for our issue. S
So the idea was
w to iden
ntify only thhe relevant subset
s
of
the WW
WW in an effective
e
maanner. For tthis purposee, a threat identificatio
i
on agent (T
TIA) was
developped at AIT
T. The folllowing Figgure 4 gives an overrview of tthe overall system
architeccture of the TIA.
Figure 4: System arch
hitecture of TIA
T agent v0..1.

Source: ETT
TIS D4.1 report

3.2.1 P
Process of weak signa
al scanning
In the innitial crawlling stage th
he agent loaads search results
r
from
m a search eengine like Google,
which aare considerred as relev
vant for the search, i.e.. in our case for threatt identification. The
agent thhen follows each of the links eextracted by
y the searcch engine tto a result list and
downloaads the corrresponding
g text inform
mation. If this text co
ontains the search striing, TIA
extractss title, keyw
words and main
m
text, and notes the results in the site repository. It then
extractss all links froom this “rellevant” site and adds th
hem to the link repositoory.
gent iterativ
vely followss all extracted links,
In a seccond and finnal stage of data acquissition, the ag
again exxtracts the site
s attributees and oncee more tests whether the main textt of the site contains
the searrch string. To preventt the agent from being drawn in
nto “black hholes”3 for internet
crawlerss the agent will not dow
wnload morre than about 1000 doccuments froom a single domain.
All textt results are grouped by
y domain, soo that theree is a consistent domainn –text/datee relation
in the daatabase. Thhis database forms our ddata source for a topic map analyssis.

3

http:///stackoverflow
w.com/questio
ons/4512936//what-techniqu
ues-can-be-used-to-detect-sso-called-black-holes-aspider-traap-wh
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nks from
Based oon the downnloaded dattaset, the thhreat identiffication agent (TIA) usses hyperlin
already identified community
y sites to fiind new co
ommunity sites. By ussing hyperliinks, the
agent m
makes use of
o wisdom of
o the crow ds in a way
y that it usees links as eexpressionss of trust
from thee source site to the link
k target site . As our potential text corpus on th
the internet contains
hyperlinnks, the textt corpus can
n be thoughht of as a dirrected netw
work, with auuthorities and hubs,
in whichh an authority node is a site with a lot of inbo
ound links, and a hub iss a site with
h a lot of
outbounnd links. Eaach node in
n the networrk has som
me text onlin
ne, which ccan be used to form
topic cluusters.
The cluusters give an
a overview
w of the toppics discusssed in the community.
c
. As the wh
hole text
corpus iis about futuure threats, the identifi ed topics su
um up the discussions aabout futuree threats.
Finally, the identifiied discussiions are mannually analy
yzed to iden
ntify possiblle weak signals.
Different tyypes of resu
ults
3.2.2 D
In text mining, thee basic corrpus, or moore precise, the word frequency m
matrix of th
he basic
corpus, is used ass a kind of white nooise for thee analytical process. T
The TIA allgorithm
identifiees weak siggnals, based
d on changees in the word
w
frequen
ncy matrix,, which are used as
indicatoor for semanntic weak siignals.
Howeveer, these siggnals can eitther indicatte a threat or an opportu
unity. Theyy can also give hints
to resullting futuree social neeeds, or caan indicate wild card
ds. As the following graphic
symboliises, it is a good practice in sem
mantic anaalysis, to ch
heck first, whether th
here is a
potentiaal for a threat or opporttunity, thenn check, whether there are hints too social need
ds in the
topic annd finally chheck, wheth
her there is a potential for
f a wild card. This caan be done by
b using
expert kknowledge.. As a resu
ult, for the semantic analysis ad
dditional huuman reseaarch was
necessaary.
Figure 5: Analytical process
p
in sig
gnal mining

Source: ETT
TIS D4.4 report

The folllowing deffinitions, deeveloped inn WP4 werre used to identify
i
thrreats, opporrtunities,
social nneeds and wild cards in the list of w
weak signalls.
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Weak signals are small and therefore often early signs to events, which point to future
threats, opportunities, needs or wild cards. In particular, the weak signals with a potential to
be a wild card often points to future strategic discontinuity. Therefore they have a high
analytical value for strategic long term planning.
Threats can be a warning that one is going to hurt or punish someone, they can be a sign of
something dangerous or unpleasant which may be, or is, about to happen, or they can be a
source of danger.4 In each meaning, the following 3 essential elements are part of a threat:




a harmful event
a cause of this event (either accidently or by intention)
a effect of this event

Based on the wide geographic distribution of threat discussion on the internet, identified by
TIA, it became obvious in the analytical work, that a threat is a subjective interpretation of a
specific event. If this event is harmful to a person or a group, this event is considered as a
threat from all group members. This opinion is not necessary shared by other groups and all
other humans. In particular, there might be another group, who takes advantage from this
event. The group will not usually consider this event as a threat. Therefore, threats are always
subjective expression of values shared within the group. The same applies to opportunity. An
opportunity might either be a favourable or advantageous circumstance, occasion or time, or
a chance for progress or advancement. The advantage is usually related to a specific group.
Thus this group will consider the favourable event as opportunity.
Wild Cards are high-impact events that seem too incredible to believe.. Therefore they tend
to be overlooked in long term strategic planning. Often it leads even to a decrease in
reputation in the peer group, if a member of this peer group starts to discuss a wild card
seriously. In futurology, "wild cards" refer to low-probability, high-impact events, as
introduced by John Petersen author of 'Out of The Blue - How to Anticipate Big Future
Surprises'.5 However more important than probability is, that these topics are not well known
and not part of the mainstream discussion. Often these disruptive events are still too
incomplete to permit an accurate estimation of their impact and to determine possible
reactions. However for strategic long term planning and scenario development they are very
important, as they increase the ability in scenario planning, to adapt to surprises arising in
turbulent chaotic environments. In trend analysis, they point to trend breaks and tipping
points.
Trend as a future oriented concept is misleading. It is a well-known fact that it is easy to
discover a trend based on historical data on the stock exchange. However it is nearly
impossible to learn something about the share price of tomorrow from this. A trend in general
is a direction, derived from past data. It is usually based on linear pattern, which only work in
a specific context. Trends are usually described by time horizon, impact and geographical
coverage. Here in this report, a trend is in a way the opposite of a wild card. Trends are
expected events and wild cards are surprising events.

4
5

http://www.thefreedictionary.com
Petersen, J. (2000) 'Out of The Blue - How to Anticipate Big Future Surprises' Madison Books
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The result of the weak signal scan was a list of about 70 weak signals for either harmful
events, threats, trends, wild cards or social needs. Topics out of this list where later on used in
the human threat identification.
3.2.3

Conclusion

Based on the presented method, it was possible to identify a remarkable number of weak
signals for possible future threats and opportunities. In principle the internet is a suitable
source for such a broad scanning. However, the findings from internet sources needs
additional human reasoning and interpretation in order to extract more consistent and accurate
insights. In the process of sense making all categories of future issues (threats, needs, wild
cards, disruptive events and so on) became more accurate. . The precise knowledge about
these different types of issues was not available at the beginning of WP4 Taking into account,
that this knowledge is helpful in scanning the interneta repeated scan would lead to more
precise results.
As a consequence from our experience with internet scanning, the scanning is very much
driven by the definition of the search issue, which is reflected in the search strategy. Scanning
activities will become better when expert experience in a specific domain is used to define the
search strategy and a domain specific knowledge management is used to cluster the results. In
general this implies, that repeated scanning can and should be used for iterative improvements
in scanning activities.

3.3

ANALYSIS OF FUTURE STUDIES AND EXPERTS WORKSHOPS

The analysis, based on existing future studies and expert discussions in the focus group
workshops and the validation workshop, delivered insights about the nature of threats which
is twofold:



There are threats with a procedural character, e.g. lack of safety requirements for
handling nuclear material, instable economic situation or lack of human resources in
R&D for security, see figure 6, and
Threats with an event character, e.g. terroristic attack, natural disaster (see figure 7).

Figure 6: Threats with procedural character – an example
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Source: ETT
TIS D4.4 report, Illustrator: Heyko Stöber

Figure 7: Threats witth event chara
acter – an ex ample

Source: ETT
TIS D4.4 report

3.3.1

The four-sttep-approacch for humaan threat id
dentification
n and interp
rpretation

As the aautomatic thhe processees of threat identification, based on
o internet sscanning, leeads to a
kind of raw list of threats, an additional pprocess of sense
s
makin
ng is requirred to devellop a list
of threaats with moore accuratee definitionn. Based on
n the raw material,
m
w
we developeed in the
followinng four stepp approach a list of threeats with more accuratee definitionn an descripttion (see
also D44.4):
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●
●
●
●

First step: Literature research (with focus on future studies);
Second step: Focus group workshops;
Third step: Structuring threats by the WP4 members;
Fourth step: Scenarios validation workshop.

First step: The analysis of future studies
The analysis of the key work in future studies referred to threats at two levels: firstly to
threats related to the global security issues (general security context) and secondly to the
specific threats from the fields of cyber infrastructure, nuclear and environment:
(i) Regardless of the domain, a broad range of different threats such as the global financial
crisis, under-investments in critical infrastructures or a lack of human resources in the field
of security were considered.
(ii) There were also specific threats for each domain, such as wide spreading cyber IT
technologies or the vulnerability of cyber infrastructure (cyber), a lack of safety requirements
by handling the disposal and the transport of nuclear material (nuclear) and biodiversity loss
or urbanisation (environment).
Second step: The focus group workshops
The focus of the focus group work was on identifying, prioritising and discussing the key
factors and their future projections, which described future developments, that might be
considered as threats or not, e.g. land use for agricultural production. The future projections A
and B were discussed as a possible threats (see table 1). These were mostly threats with a
procedural character.
Table 1: Possible threats contained in future projections – an example
Future Projection A:
Future projection B:
Exacerbated soil
Use of land for agriculture
degradation due to the
is still most important
agricultural production

Agriculture
land in the EU

 Land use pattern
determines the value of
economic returns from
agriculture and forestry
production: The
intensification of agrarian
land and trying to use the
land in the most efficient
way results in leaching of
soils.
 Habitat and land use
change still have largest
global impact on
biodiversity.

Future projection C:
Effective use of land is
getting more important

 Further converting of
 Targeted set-aside of
grassland and forestland to
arable land or
agriculture
maintenance of permanent
pasture
 Agricultural production
for food consumption is
 Overarching land use
still one of the
concepts including food
predominant land-use
production, conservation
activities across the globe
of traditional landscapes,
and EU
biodiversity “production”
as well as creating new
jobs in rural areas
 Spatial planning, which
improves local
consumption patterns

Source: ETTIS this report
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Third step: Structuring threats by the WP4 members
The focus of the third step was on prioritising and discussing the identified threats from each
task by the WP4 team, while describing the selected threats in detail. This was a necessary
step to handle the large number of identified threats by structuring them and finding a
common level of a threat description. The prioritising was also based on the criteria
presented above, such as relevance for the society, security and the EU. Furthermore, the
threats with high impact were considered. A template was used in order to structure the
stocktaking of threats (see table 2).
Table 2: Template for threat identification
Title

Description

A threat is an event which has a specific origin (natural, manmade, accidental). It is
caused by a mix of methods (actions, proceedings, techniques, instruments etc.) and
motive(s) (financial, political etc.)
Impact: What effects does this threat could cause?
Background: Are there any additional information about this threat, like past and
present developments?
Relevance in the future: Is this threat also relevant in the future? How could this
threat change in the future? How could this threat change the future?

Affected areas

In which areas this threat might be relevant? For which institution this threat might
be relevant? What kind of influence might this threat have on these areas /
institutions? What might be potential risks / opportunities?

Affected regions

For which regions / states might this threat be relevant? What kind of influence
might this threat have on these regions? What might be the potential risks /
opportunities?

Affected domain

Is this threat relevant for the context situation in general? Which domain might be
affected (cyber infrastructure, nuclear, environment)?

Source: ETTIS this report

Fourth step: The scenario validation workshop
This approach was chosen in order to support active participation and dialogue from experts
from different interested groups across and within the different domains. The discussions
focused on the identification and the structuring of threats, and deriving societal security
needs in a particular area based upon the participants’ own experiences. The workshop
process used a combination of different moderating activities, brainstorming as well as
interactive presentations. The group discussions were oriented towards the following
questions.
●
●

What are the most relevant threats for cyber infrastructure, nuclear and environment?
How relevant are these threats for the EU?

The discussions led in generally to a new structure of the threats in each domain and helped to
clarify interdependencies among threats.

3.3.2

Conclusions
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Summarizing the results of the work, the following points are obvious. (i) Firstly, the threat
identification based on key work in future studies delivered similar results to the results of the
focus group workshops and the validation workshop. Sometimes the findings identified the
same threats, other time they pointed to threats that had strong similarities . This means that
the expert discussions confirmed the results of the future studies . These results were useful as
a first source of threat identification. Nevertheless, the discussions during the validation
workshop often had a new focus, which enriched the descriptions of the threats. (ii) Secondly,
some of the identified threats were reflected in the future projections, which were discussed
by the participants of the focus groups. In addition as the validation workshop showed, it
might be meaningful also to introduce these future projections as specific threats. (iii) Thirdly
the exercise and all the related discussions have clearly shown key problems in the
identification of emerging threats. This is manily due to teh following:
●
●

●
●

●

●

●
●

4

Many threats often reflect existing threats, only carried out with different means.
Though they are already well-known, existing threats may change they occur in
many ways, like for example via different technical means, change of target groups or
combination with other threats. On the one hand this underlines that “old” threats can
very easily and fast become “new” threats. On the other hand this may lead to
different impacts and consequently different needs.
Emerging threats often arise from an unforeseen combination of technologies,
motives and possibilities, which has similarities to other developments in the domain.
The different motivations, i.e., intentional or unintentional, may cause the same
threats with the same or similar impact. In some cases the intentional threats might
cause additional mental damages, such as ideological, psychological damages, or may
cause fear in society, which then affects the risk perception about threats in general.
Prioritising of threats by criteria, such as relevance for the EU, society, security and
their impact, does not warrant the accuracy or completeness of the collected
threats.
Threats are not formulated on the same level, which means, that some of the
described threats are not the threat itself but the context, in which a threat may occur,
such as political or societal context. Furthermore, threats could be formulated at a very
different level of abstraction. On the one hand the definition could be very broad, on
the other hand threats could be also very specific. Indeed, threats are mostly caused by
other threats. Usually threats find themselves caught between policy and economic
developments and among other threats with many interdependencies between these
fields.
The consequences of many threats might have a high impact due to cascading
effects, independently of the threat location..
Furthermore, there is a contrast between threats of high probability and low impact vs.
threats of high impact and low probability. However the probability was not
explicitly debated.

DISCUSSION OF SCENARIO APPROACHES

Chapter 4, 5 and 6 will discuss in detail the scenario methods used in ETTIS. This section
starts with an overview of scenario approaches and introduces key technical terms, used in
ETTIS scenario methods, for discussion of the ,. In the following, the scenario approach of
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WP4 is discussed in detail and key insights relating to the grounding concepts have been put
forward .
Chapter 5 will present the experience of scenario methods for need identification and in
chapter 6 options for further developments with scenario methods in WP 5 are presented.
4.1

OVERVIEW OF SCENARIO APPROACHES

Traditionally scenarios are built for two reasons: exploration and decision support. Scenarios
explore the future and identify several future perspectives, thus provide a background of
decision making (Schomaker 1995, p. 25). Considering a range of possible futures, decision
makers will be better informed and their decisions based on this knowledge will be more
grounded. Moreover, by constructing scenarios, decision makers win awareness of the variety
of future possibilities, uncertainties in surrounding environment, indicators of discontinuities
and the way societal processes influence one another. While they “face” possible events
which might happen in the future, they expand their mental models into developments not yet
thought and start to shape the future by introducing appropriate measures in the present. . By
doing so, they prepare themselves for discontinuities in today’s world. Scenarios cannot
predict the future, but show the variety of possible futures. Thus, they are not a tool showing
if an event occurs, but a tool helping to manage the situation which might happen.
Thus scenario methods have been increasingly applied to different questions.Many methods
have been refined over the years to systematically develop scenarios. These methods differ
from each other mainly in their own specific definition of the individual steps (Geschka/
Reibnitz 1981) or phases (Gausemeier et al. 1996; Godet 2000, p. 10-13), as well as the depth
of their treatment. Specific tasks are assigned to the respective steps so that the problem
defined at the beginning can be dealt with systematically. A short overview of the different
scenario approaches is given by Kosow et al. (2008, p. 18-19) and Postma, Liebl (2005, p.
162-166), a comprehensive one by Herzhof (2005, p. 19-29) and Götze (1993, p. 71-141). A
large number of different approaches are based on three main steps:
Step 1: Identification and selection of the influencing factors, in this report called the
key factors;
● Step 2: Development of future assumptions for the selected factors, in this report
called the future projections;
● Step 3: Bundling the future projections to different and consistent scenarios.
●

There is no single approach to bundle the future projections to scenarios. Instead a wide range
of qualitative and quantitative scenario approaches exist, which are discussed in the scenario
planning literature and applied to different purposes. Generally the scenario building is based
on intuitive or algorithmic (quantitative) methods (Dönitz 2009, p. 24-25, Amer 2013, p. 2627).
The intuitive logics school comprises approaches which are strongly based on plausibility and
explanation of the causal processes, connections and logical sequences underlying
developments (Wright et al. 2013, Wilkinson et al. 2013). An example of this group of
methods is the best-guess approach. Purely intuitive assumptions (best guess) about which
developments of each key factor are most likely in the future are used to assign future
developments to the scenarios. The combination of the most likely future projections results
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in a so-called “mainstream” scenario; from the combination of the less probable future
projections at least one “understream” scenario is derived (Möhrle, Müller 2002, p. 79). In
some cases this is a very useful approach, e.g. to create normative scenarios or extreme
scenarios, particular in security. However, in complex systems with many interdependencies
among key factors it may happen that the internal consistency and plausibility get lost.
Therefore it is recommended to applying algorithmic computer-assisted methods, such as
consistency analysis or cross-impact analysis (Mißler-Behr 1999, p. 325). The aim of the
algorithmic approaches is to limit the total number of all projection bundles. There is a
distinction between two selection steps in which the number of all bundles is gradually
reduced.: After a pre-selection is done, the so-called classification methods, i.e., cluster
analysis or multidimensional scaling, are used to determine the final projection bundles whose
number is often defined by the user. The consistency, diversity and stability of the later
scenarios are mostly used as evaluation criteria for the selection.
The concept of the scenario development by using quantitative approaches, in particular to
bundle the future projections, will be discussed in more detail in chapter 4.1.1. The decision
on the selection of one approach depends to a great extend on the purpose of the scenario
building, thus scenarios are mostly a starting point of further analysis. Some possibilities of
the applying of the scenario results are presented in chapter 4.1.2.
4.1.1

Quantitative methods of scenario building

Since the early 1980s new algorithmic methods for the evaluation and selection of bundles
with future projections have been proposed. Basically, there is a difference between
approaches that are based on the consistency or on probabilities. However, some approaches
are based on a combination of both parameters. This is broadly discussed in the scenario
literature. An overview of the relevant works is proposed by Dönitz (2009, p. 25, 27) as well
as by Amer (2013, p. 29-31). Dönitz describes the following main approach groups proposed
by Mißler-Behr (1999, S. 319-324; 1993, p. 94-116): (i) enumeration and branch-and-bound
algorithms; (ii) equation systems and optimization models; (iii) simulation methods. The first
and last approach groups are presented below and their advantages and disadvantages
considered. The equation systems and optimization models are the focus of the further
explanations, since often they cannot be solved due to a big number of variables and
constraints.Therefore they are less relevant for realistic problems. Furthermore, scenarios are
often combined and integrated in various ways with other methods (Kosow et al. 2008, p. 61),
such as modelling to quantify scenarios and consider different time horizons (see description
below); Delphi surveys for setting a basis for the future projections or evaluating scenarios;
and road mapping to operationalize scenarios for the strategic planning.
Enumeration and branch-and-bound algorithms
The general procedure of the enumeration and branch-and-bound algorithms is based on the
consistency analysis.Based on the estimated consistency values in the consistency matrix (see
chapter 5.2), the entire scenario space is displayed in a tree structure. All possible
combinations of future projections (bundles) are built and evaluated according to their overall
consistency. The higher the average consistency, the “better” is the bundle. In order to reduce
the number of bundles following selection criteria could be applied (Dönitz 2009, p. 27):
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Increasing the average consistency of a bundle: A defined minimum consistency level
should be reached.
● Reducing the number of partial inconsistencies: The increased number of partial
inconsistencies in a bundle leads to its exclusion. The lower consistency values could
not be compensated by the higher values.
● Reducing the number of high inconsistencies: The bundles which include the high
inconsistencies are not considered in the selection process at all.
● Reducing using the diversity: The selected bundles with future projections are not only
consistent, but they differ also significantly from each other (see chapter 4.2).
●

The main advantage of the enumeration and branch-and-bound algorithms is the limited
amount of input variables, in this case, required for ? consistency values. Furthermore a large
number of key factors and future projections can be processed. The user can directly influence
the selection criteria which might change the quality of the results. The main criticism
concerns building scenarios without consideration of probabilities.
The consistency analysis provides a relatively simple approach for determining the scenarios
and is easily comprehensible by the involved persons, e.g. users, involved experts or clients.
Although the estimating the consistency values is very time consuming and complex (Dönitz,
Möhrle 2006, 2009), compared with other scenario building methods, such as the cross impact
analysis, the consistency analysis significantly requires less efforts. Furthermore, the
importance of consistency is emphasized as an essential characteristic of scenarios (WeimerJehle 2006, p. 335; Lindgren, Bandhold. 2003, p. 31; Schlake 2000, p. 79; Zinser 2000, p. 46
and Mißler-Behr 1995a, p. 45).
One of the criticisms of the consistency analysis which has been not taken into account by the
most authors is related to the question whether the requirement for the consistent pictures of
the future does make any sense since the present already contains many inconsistencies. A
consistency analysis of the present would eventually lead to the conclusion that some serious
inconsistencies exist (Dönitz 2009, p. 244). From a methodological point of view a scenario
describing such a combination would be sorted out from further analysis. This leads to the
question: Is building consistent scenarios realistic and useful at all?
This question has been taken up by Postma and Liebl (2005, p 171) who propose a kind of inconsistency analysis, in addition to the consistency analysis. They focused their analysis on
highly probable scenarios which were high inconsistent at the same time. The challenge for
the scenario team was to create scenarios which included paradoxical developments or events.
Through the explanation of the main contradictions, the interactions between the relevant
factors were identified and discussed.
Despite these reflections, consistency analysis does have its raison d'être, as the developed
scenarios are not exempt from all inconsistencies (Dönitz 2009, p. 244-245). By applying
consistency analysis not all, but only the major inconsistencies are excluded. Even after
applying consistency analysis scenarios still include some inconsistencies. (i) Firstly by taking
the partial inconsistencies into account; (ii) secondly by considering developments which are
not included in the consistency check (developments without an alternative which flow into
every created scenario); and , (iii) thirdly by taking into account the criterion of diversity
which is as relevant as the consistency criterion and mostly in conflict with it.
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Simulation methods
The simulation methods include approaches that examine what kind of impact the occurrence
or non-occurrence of one future projection might have on other future projections. This is
termed as so-called direct or indirect cross-influences (cross impacts) of the future
projections. To evaluate the impact an adaptation function is used and the problem is solved
by simulation. Simulation methods generally try to replicate the reality in a model and to gain
insights by repeatedly running the model. The aim of the calculation in the illustrated case is
the selection of one single scenario in one simulation run, starting with one future projection.
Those scenarios that are the most frequently selected as a result of all simulation runs are
included in the final scenario set. The two following examples should illustrate the procedure
(Dönitz 2009, p. 28-29):
One example of the cross impact analysis is the static-causal BASIC procedure
(Batelle Scenario Inputs to Corporate Strategy). The probabilities of the future
projections flow as input data into the analysis. These probabilities are estimated by
experts according to a defined scale. While estimating the probabilities the experts try
to answer the following leading question (Geschka, Reibnitz 1981, Annex I, p. 6):
What is the impact of the occurrence or not-occurrence of one future projection on the
occurrence probability of another future projection? The estimating process is similar
to the estimating of the consistency values (see chapter 5.2). However, there are twice
as many values to estimate as in case of the consistency analysis. The process works
as follows: One of the future projections is randomly selected. The effects of the
occurrence or non-occurrence of this future projection to all other future projections
are simulated. This procedure is repeated until one scenario is identified. The selection
criterion is the frequency in the simulation process.
● The deterministic dynamic concept of Kane is an example of the dynamic approaches
of the scenario building (1972, p. 129-142). The Kanes simulation (KSIM) was
originally developed to derive qualitative information from quantitative statements
about dynamic processes (Hofmeister 2000, p. 109). Due to the similar objectives of
this approach and the cross impact analysis KSIM is also applied in the scenario
analysis. Basis of the simulation represents an interaction matrix, similar to the
influence matrix (see chapter 4.3.2). In the interaction matrix for each future
projection is checked to which extent it is influenced by every other future projection
and vice versa. During the simulation the influence values from the previous period
are corrected by the mutual influences. The total impact on a future projection varies
from a period to a period because the current value is recalculated every time
(dynamics). The result of the simulation is a set (bundle) of future projections with the
specific, previous defined values (determinism). To generate additional bundle a new
simulation is run based on modified dependencies or even initial influence values.
The simulation methods fit problems with a high number of the key factors and the
future projections. However, the gaining of the input data is the main challenge (Gierl
2000, p. 65-66, Götze 1993, p. 181). The number of values which have to be estimated
is approximately twice as large as in the case of consistency analysis. This requires
high efforts invested by users and included experts (Brewer, Weber 1986, p. 637).
Furthermore, the user is not able to control the quality of the results (Mißler-Behr
1995, p. 53), as the quality of the selected bundles is determined only by the
frequency. There is no guarantee that these bundles are consistent, plausible or
representative as well.
●
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Modelling
Modelling is mainly used for the systematic analysis of complex relationships. The behaviour
and interaction of different variables is simulated, mostly via IT tools.. In the future research
simulation models are used to represent non-linear dynamics, and often to quantify variables
and their effects. In the context of future research there are three main types of models
(Kosow et al. 2008, p. 61): (i) System dynamics models, usually used to quantify variables;
(ii) agent-based modelling to simulate the behaviour of individual actors in the interaction;
(iii) specific qualitative models to represent the uncertainty of the future. Recent research
works have been focused more on the integration of qualitative and quantitative models to a
one hybrid approach.
The variety of possible future projections in scenarios and the challenge to communicate the
results of scenario processes might lead to an integration of scenarios and models. Therefore
on the one hand the qualitative scenarios are often translated into models and quantified. On
the other hand there is also a "translation" of model results into scenario stories. There exist
also approaches in which narrative scenarios (so-called story-lines) are developed in several
stages. The stories flow into models and are translated into narrative scenarios again to
validate scenarios and models as well (Kosow et al. 2008, p. 61). This approach is also known
as the "story-and-simulation" approach (SAS).
4.1.2

Possible applications of scenarios

Scenario method is a flexible planning tool with regard to the subject of the investigation as
well as to the depth of analysis, thus it can be used in many ways and for different proposes.
There are two types of client and initiators of scenario studies (Geschka et al., 1997, p. 58): (i)
The public sector is interested particularly in scenarios of different industries and sectors, like
transport or energy, as well as in global scenarios. The global scenarios and the industry
scenarios play an important role, because they serve as a kind of framework conditions for
further actions, like investment decisions or decisions about research priorities (Fink et al.
2000, p. 48); (ii) Companies develop mainly company-specific scenarios, including
technologies and market developments, but also the surrounding environment. The results
flow directly into the strategic planning, to evaluate the existing strategic options or develop
new strategies (O´brien, Meadows 2013, p. 644-645). Moreover, they build normative
scenarios to create their own vision and mission. There are also some further application of
the scenario method, e.g. in human resources development (see Figure 8).
Figure 8: Possible applications of scenarios
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Source: Dönitz 2009, p. 39; based on Geschka et al. 1997, S. 58

In most cases scenarios are a starting point of further activities and not the aim in itself.
Depending on the scenario purpose scenarios can be incorporated into the strategic planning
in different ways. There is no universal model for that. The results of a scenario process can
be used on the one hand to design the policy; on the other hand they can be integrated in
different ways into operational and strategic planning. However the authors agree on one
point: The use of scenarios in strategic planning is only useful if it is done as part of a
continuous process. It is not enough to develop scenarios and identify paths into the future.
The future assumptions must be continuously monitored and modified if necessary (Dönitz
2009, p. 40-41).
Dönitz (2009, p. 42-44) summarise the benefits and criticism on scenarios by using three
criteria:
The primary functions of the scenario method relating to its objectives, such as the
creation and presentation of alternative pictures of the future, pointing out the relevant
risk factors and uncertainties as well as future opportunities.
● The desirable or non-desirable "side effects" which do not belong to the primary
objectives, but refer for example to the learning effects that may arise in the
application of the scenario method, e.g. kick off for future dialogs or extension of the
perception. The importance of these "side effects" should not be underestimated.
● The methodology of scenarios in comparison to other forecasting methods, such as the
systematic approach or the high transparency of the scenario process.
●

One important “side effect” of scenarios is their use as a communication tool, thus they create
a common language that can be used to discuss complex matters. The results of scenario
processes should be presented in a transparent and comprehensible form with regard to both
the content and the process itself, regardless of whether they are addressed to public, politics
or business or to professional communities (Steinmüller, Schulz-Montag 2003, p. 35).
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Scenarios should tell a story which is remarkable, convincing, logical and plausible. They
should have a descriptive title that transmits the essence of the events described in the
scenario. Well formulated qualitative scenarios meet these requirements to a large extent if
they are clearly, easy to understand, consider aesthetic and affective moments or illustrate
values and thus facilitate decision-making and communication processes (Steinmüller 1997,
p. 62-63). Sometimes it may be necessary to reinforce the communicative side of scenarios by
interpreting them in literary way or by the implementation of multimedia, photographs,
diagrams, tables or graphics (Shell 2008, p. 60).
However, the benefits of scenario stories could easily turn into disadvantages, if they are not
well-founded by the methodology. The clearness can lead to the suggestiveness. An
illustrative, but unilateral scenario can direct the further process in a certain direction, leading
to a constricted view of the problem. The high flexibility of the scenario process and the
literacy of the scenario text are accompanied by an equally high manipulability. The explicit
consideration of values linked with a lack of transparency lead to a blurring of the boundary
between descriptive and normative, especially when the scenario is literary success
(Steinmüller 1997, p. 63).
Mostly it is not necessary to create scenario stories, when scenarios are incorporated into the
strategic planning and support the strategic decision-making. The own scenario experience
shows, that the decision makers mostly prefer the key factors and future projections
themselves. However, this does not apply to the scenarios which build the basis for the
corporate vision or mission statement or are used in corporate communication (Steinmüller,
Schulz-Montag 2003, p. 35-36).
The requirement for creativity refers not only to the way of writing, but also to the content of
scenarios, the global context in which scenario evolves, implications of each one on the
investigated area, challenges, opportunities and threats (Brabandere, Iny 2010, p. 1511). The
stories mostly involve a temporal sequencing of events and developments that can be organise
chronologically or thematically, but they should follow an internal logic that makes them
plausible (Bowmann et al. 2013, p. 737).
4.2

METHODICAL CONCEPT OF SCENARIOS IN ETTIS

Scenarios within ETTIS describe alternative developments as framework conditions for
occurring future threats (WP4) and their handling (WP5). The overarching aim of the scenario
development in ETTIS is twofold:
to develop threat scenarios across different contexts in different test fields, called
domains: cyber infrastructure, nuclear and environment. They describe the relevant
future developments and offer different future perspectives for identifying future
option spaces. They help to identify the main actors and their motivations by including
different dimensions, like the society, policy, research or industry. Within the ETTIS
project scenarios serve as a base for the identification of future possibilities which are
solutions related to societal security needs;
● to make a significant contribution to the methodological approach and model for a
revolving process of security research priority setting which will be developed and
tested in ETTIS.
●
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The scenarios are useful for analyzing how different threats affect society across different
plausible futures described in the threats scenarios. They enable the discussion of different
inter-linkages between threats and needs in relation to societal, political, technological and
economic issues. These results flow directly into WP5. (i) Firstly, they are used to evaluate
what kind of solutions may be needed or developed to meet these future needs depending
on the different framework conditions in the different scenarios. The proposed solutions
might have both, a technological and non-technological nature.(ii) Secondly, the results are
used to prioritize the solutions: Are they robust towards the different scenarios of one
domain? Are they robust towards the different domains? Furthermore scenarios also point out
the possibilities in order to develop a rationale for including or prioritizing research topics in a
European strategic security research agenda in WP6.
The scenario development within WP4 proceeded at two levels: At the first level, four
context scenarios were created and, at the second level, four threat scenarios for the
domains cyber infrastructure, nuclear and environment were built following the principle of
the context scenarios. All scenarios are described in detail in D.4.4. The terms context and
threat scenarios were discussed in D3.1. The context scenarios have an overarching
relevance for the field of security (e.g. EU policy, demography, trends and drivers in
technology) and are equally important for the domains of cyber infrastructure, nuclear and
environment. The context analysis also includes the identification of emerging trends and
global developments. The threat scenarios describe the most important aspects or threats in
each domain and shall apply only to a particular domain (e.g. quantities regarding nuclear
waste or global safety norms for dealing with nuclear material).
Thus, these scenarios include threats with mostly a procedural character (e.g. a lack of
safety requirements or insufficiently providing information about nuclear risks). An additional
analysis of threats with an event character (e.g. terroristic attack or natural disaster) was
conducted (see chapter 3). In order to identify societal security needs (a term also discussed
in D.3.1), a further analysis was carried out to investigate what happens when a threat occurs
in different scenarios (table 3; see also chapter 5 and the term discussion in D.3.1). The
context and the threat scenarios describe a wide spectrum of various future possibilities which
have different implication on arising societal needs (see D.4.5) and proposing solutions based
on different capabilities which could exist or could be missing in these scenarios.
Table 3: Need identification, based on threats occurring in scenarios – an example
Context A:
Scenario “Regulating
sustainability”
Threat 1:
Climate change
(greenhouse
effect/ global
warming)

Societal need:
 Efficient common
international mitigation
policy and agreements;
 Identification with the
same goals and actions;
 Stable climate;
 Support the adaption to
climate change

Context B:
Scenario “Awareness
without action”
Societal need:
 Not reducing of the
human life quality;
 Spread the knowledge
about climate change and
its consequences in society
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Context C

...

Threat 2:
Food
(in)security

Societal need:
...

Societal need:
...

...

...

…

...

...

Source: ETTIS this report

The considered time horizon in ETTIS differed across the different domains. For the cyber
domain a shorter time horizon has been set (5-10 years), opposed to the nuclear and
environment domains which use a longer time frame (10-15 years). This approach was chosen
as the cyber domain is characterized by technologies with shorter and more dynamic
innovation cycles and is therefore subject to constant changes. Nevertheless, the projections
for cyber infrastructure as well as those for nuclear may be implemented in the same context
scenarios. This is possible due to the fact that the pathways described by the context scenarios
consist of general factors and aspects which are valid for faster as well as for slower
innovation cycles. Independently and in regard to different timeframes, the experts
participating in the two workshops identified likewise similar context factors to be the most
influential.
The scenario development conducted in ETTIS contained the three main steps described
above: (i) Step 1: Identification and selection of the influencing factors, called the key factors
in this report; (ii) Step 2: Development of future assumptions for the selected factors, called
future projections in this report; (iii) Step 3: Bundling the future projections to different and
consistent scenarios. Moreover, it relied strongly on the workshop approach. During the
workshop the quantitative and qualitative factors were processed alongside each other and
integrated into scenarios. Building on different levels of background research, conducted in
the different tasks in WP4, which varies in its comprehensiveness, the first important sub-step
was to develop the future assumptions. Taking into account the basic principle of approaching
the future with an open mind, in the sense of “thinking the unthinkable”, a “leap into the
future” is often possible in the form of a workshop, which is initially only concerned with
sketching a mentally or argumentatively imaginable world (Seidl/ Werle 2011, p. 292), for
which the necessary sequence of steps or a roadmap are not yet known. The development of
assumptions about the future (future projections) is combined with creativity methods, e.g.
brainstorming or brainwriting (Brunner 2008, p. 124-143), in order to ensure that the
assumptions do not simply reflect a continuation of past trends. Additionally to brainstorming
and brainwriting which were applied in ETTIS, the focus group workshops were opened with
presentations which provided an outlook on the future , sometimes even a provocative one.
Furthermore, external experts were involved in the process of further scenario developments
in order to promote the expansion of perception (see D.4.3 and D.4.5).
The objectives of the scenario development process are listed in the figure below (see figure
9). These objectives were also embedded in the ETTIS approach.
Figure 9: Objectives of the scenario development process
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Source: Fraaunhofer ISI; Illusstrator: Heyko Stö
öber
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deeper understanding of the contexts of the threat scenarios. The final activity was the
scenario validation workshop to discuss scenarios, threats, while identifying societal security
needs which are the basis for the development of scenarios dependent solutions.. Results from
this should feed into WP5.
The scenario development was conceived as an iterative process of the research exploratory
activities:
Research-based deriving of the key factors and their future projections by the
analysis of different future studies and the focus group workshops (cyber
infrastructure and nuclear) as well as the survey (environment), (steps 1 and 2, see
chapter 4.1);
● Consistency analysis and influence analysis to build the context scenarios (Step 3, see
chapter 4.1);
● Linking the context scenarios with key aspects within the domains
● Building the threat scenarios (consistency workshop) (step 3, see chapter 4.1).
●

The approach of the future study analysis and the focus group workshops is described in
chapter 4.3.1. The results put forward a solid basis for developing context and threat
scenarios. These two levels of scenario building, the context and the threat scenarios, are
describe in detail in chapters 4.3.2 and 4.3.3. A critical review of the scenario development in
ETTIS is provided in chapter 4.3.4.

4.3.1

Research based deriving of the key factors and their future projections

In the context of the future study analysis a wide range of secondary sources was
systematically analysed, such as literature related to the security in general as well as various
future studies and research works with focus on future developments and related to cyber
infrastructure, nuclear and environment. These documents represented the views of different
organisations, e.g. think tanks, other NGOs, research institutions and academia. Although the
focus was mainly on the European-funded research projects, also projects outside the EU
were analysed (see D4.3 and D4.4).
The results of the future study analysis were used as basis for the expert based discussion in
the focus group workshops (cyber infrastructure and nuclear) as well as for the development
of the interviews and the survey (environment). Experts representing the following fields
were invited to attend the focus groups workshops as well as answer the survey (see D4.3):
The focus group workshop on the future of cyber infrastructure addressed i.e. aspects
related to e cyber attacks and cyber crime, social network and privacy, information
risks, data storage, vulnerability of existing and new information technologies (e.g.
mobile phones).
● The focus group workshop on the future of nuclear dealt with nuclear power plants,
use of nuclear material, nuclear accidents, waste management risks and dumping of
hazardous waste.
● Interviews and survey for the domain environment primarily focused on the
environmental degradation, i.e. biodiversity loss and invasive alien species, water
pollution, land use and pollution, deforestation and soil erosion, population growth as
●
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well as potential conflicts related to the resource scarcity, resource distribution and
climate change.
In general focus group research involves organised discussion with a selected group of
individuals to gain information about their views and experiences of a topic. Focus group
interviewing is particularly suited for interaction with experts and obtaining several
perspectives about the same topic. One focus group for each field, cyber infrastructure,
nuclear and environment, was planned. For this reasons representatives of companies which
deal with security in general were invited, e.g. work in security businesses, develop or use
security technologies as well as deal with further security aspects, like societal issues. For
inviting participants, the desk research was used as well as the results from the interviews
with key stakeholders.
The focus group workshop approach was chosen in order to support active participation from
and open dialogue with experts from different interested groups. The discussions focus on
different future developments in a particular area based upon the participants’ own
experiences. The workshop process is a combination of different moderated activities,
brainstorming as well as input presentations. The focus group workshops were an important
step to ensure end-user engagement throughout the scenario development. A total number of
22 participants attended the focus group workshops, including 12 end-users and
representatives of research institutes as well as the European Commission.
The relevant aspects in the context and the threat scenarios are described using so called key
factors. The key factors in the context scenarios have an overarching relevance for the
field of security (e.g. EU policy, demography, trends and drivers in technology) and are
equally important for the domains cyber infrastructure, nuclear and environment. The context
analysis also includes the identification of emerging trends and global developments. The
key factors in the threats scenarios describe the most important aspects or threats in each
domain and shall apply only to a particular domain (e.g. quantities regarding nuclear waste or
global safety norms for dealing with nuclear material).
The possible future developments of the key factors are described in the future projections.
In the focus group workshops (see D4.3) experts discussed whether only one possible future
assumption should be made or whether there are conceivable alternatives. Alternative
assumptions were developed for all key factors. The key factors themselves are all considered
within the scenarios by the different projections; in turn, the diverse future projections of the
key factors are needed for building scenarios which differ from each other. Future projections
were identified for the contextual as well as for the threat related key factors. The following
example shows the dependency between key factors and projections: For example, two
possible developments might be assumed for the key factor “Overall development of the EU”
(see figure 10) at the context level:
“EU of Institutions”: The integration of the European Union was already stagnating in
2013. During the economic and financial crisis, the member states principally looked
for individual solutions rather than pursuing a joint European strategy. This trend is
still continuing: the member states focus their attention primarily on optimizing their
own economies and joint efforts are limited to security and foreign policy at most.
● “EU of Citizens”: The integration of the European Union is largely complete. Europe
is now competitive with other regions due to a jointly agreed and closely coordinated
●
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4.3.2

Context Sceenarios
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Based on these results a list of 17 global security related key factors was compiled for the
context scenarios and the future projections for global key factors were gained. For each key
factor two to four future projections were identified.
An important step within scenario analysis is the analysis of the interrelationships between the
key factors, as it provides findings about which key factors might be the main driving forces
in scenarios. This influence analysis was carried out during the workshop with the
consortium members on 5th and 6th March 2013 in Frankfurt (consistency workshop). The
objective was to achieve a common understanding of (i) how the key factors in context
scenarios influence each other and as a consequence (ii) which will be the most crucial
interrelations of factors for shaping the different context scenarios.
In the influence analysis each factor was checked to which extent it is influenced by every
other factor and vice versa (see figure 11). Another part of the task was also to record in
writing the rationales behind the assigned points. A scale of 0 to 3 has been used: 0 = no
direct influence, 1 = weak direct influence, 2 = average direct influence and 3 = strong direct
influence. Finally, all the points were totalized per factor in the columns “∑ passive” for the
level of influence by the other factors and “∑ active” for the level of influence of the factor on
the other factors. Table 4 shows a list of the 17 context factors and the sum of active and
passive influence points that were allocated during the consistency workshop.
This influence analysis delivers information about which fields (e.g. policy, industry or
society) – or more concrete which aspects (e.g. security policy, design of security
technologies or attitude towards technologies) – are the most influent. These are important
implications for WP5 which aims at identifying alternative portfolios of solutions for tackling
societal needs, based on different combinations of capabilities and options as well as
assessment of portfolios of emerging societal security solutions (composed of capabilities and
options, of a technological and institutional nature).
Figure 11: Influence matrix - future projections – an example
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Source: ETT
TIS this report

Table 4: Context factors and theirr passive and active influence levels

Factors context
c
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

EU-Securitty policy and
d legal fram
mework
General de
evelopment of EU
EU R&D In
nfrastructure
e
Commercia
alisation stra
ategy of R&D
Design and
d orientation
n of R&D
Capabilities
s & capacities in R&D
Design and
d implementation of sec
curity technologies
Security un
nderstanding and concerns in society
Cultural inffluences and social cha
ange
Attitude tow
wards techn
nologies in society
s
Global eco
onomical arrangement
Production and consumption behaviour
dustry
Security ind
Relevance of security in different sectors
ellectual Pro
operty Rightts (IPR)
Role of Inte
Global shiffting powers
s and balanc
ces
Global eme
ergencies and disasters
s

Σ pass
sive

Σ active

27
7
23
3
25
5
25
5
33
3
28
8
36
6
24
4
18
8
25
5
20
0
23
3
29
9
23
3
18
8
23
3
27
7

23
21
18
21
22
21
17
29
28
31
36
27
31
18
21
37
26

Source: ETT
TIS this report

The infl
fluence anallysis of the context facctors leads to general conclusions
c
s with regarrd to the
importaance of certaain factors for
f the conttext scenario
os: “Global shifting poowers and balances”
and “Gllobal economical arran
ngement” haave the stron
ngest impacct on the othher factors. “Design
and impplementatioon of securitty technoloogies” and “Design
“
and
d orientatioon of R&D”” are the
most paassive factorrs; that´s meeans that theey are the most
m influen
nced by otheer factors.
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Figure 12: The most passive and active key factors – an extract

Source: ETTIS this report

Besides the influence analysis a further important step within the scenario analysis, a scenario
building based on the consistency analysis, was carried out. An important step within this
process is generating a consistency matrix, where the fields contain consistency values
between the future projections. The consistency matrix is used for generating bundles of
future projections, which are the base for the scenario writing. For each pair of future
projections of different key factors, WP4 team estimated, how compatible the two projections
are to each other (see figure 10): 5 = strong consistency, 4 = consistency, 3 = no direct
relationship, 2 = partial inconsistency and 1 = total inconsistency. This estimation sets a basis
of which future projections should or shouldn´t appear in the same scenario.
Figure 13: Consistency matrix - future projections – an extract of two future projections
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Source: ETT
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a
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●

T
The dimennsion “threeat level” refers to that, how
w many diifferent thrreats or
ddevelopmennts which might
m
be thrreats are deescribed by the future projectionss in each
sscenario (seee also chap
pter 3.3, tablle 2).

Figure 144: Characterristics of the context
c
scena rios in overviiew

Source: ETT
TIS this report

These ddifferent bunndles of thee future projjections weere formulatted to short scenario stories (12 pages)) for the conntext scenarrios as well as for the threat
t
scenarios (see figgure 15).
Figure 155: Formulation scenario stories
s
based on the scenarrio paths – an
n example

Source: ETT
TIS this report
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4.3.3

Threat scen
narios

narios fourr threat sccenarios fo
or each doomain (i.e., cyber
Based on the coontext scen
nvironment)) were creatted using th
he same appproach. The results
infrastruucture, nucllear and en
are four threat sccenarios fo
or each doomain whicch base on four conttext scenarrios (see
figure 116).
Figure 166: Exemplaryy four scenarrio paths with
hin the doma
ain nuclear

Source: ETT
TIS this report
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i table 1 sh
how an exceerpt of projection bund
dles which aare the basiis for the
The maarked lines in
formulaation of threeat scenarioss (morpholoogical box concept).
c
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or example the orange scenario
based i.e. on follow
wing future projectionss: threat driv
ven R&D of
o security teechnologiess as well
as sufficcient humann resources in security research.
The undderlying daata for the scenario buuilding, thee key facto
ors of the tthreat scenaarios are
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uclear as an example). The direct interfaces
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ntext key
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ors are visibble. They were
w used to
o link the coontext and th
he threat
scenarioos.
Figure 177: Linking coontext and en
nvironment

Source: ETT
TIS this report

The connsistency workshop
w
was used to gather partticipants’ op
pinion on hhow compaatible the
developpments (described in diifferent futuure projectiions) in each domain aare with thee context
scenarioos, as threaat scenarioss should bee embedded
d in the diffferent fram
meworks set by the
context.. Analogouss to the disccussion in ccase of the context scenarios also here the discussion
led to thhe adjustmeent of somee future proj
ojections and helped to
o clarify inteerdependen
ncies and
dynamiccs within the threat scenarios. F
Figure 18 sh
hows an ex
xample of aan overview
w of the
characteeristics of thhe threat sccenarios. Shhort scenario stories (1-2 pages) w
were formulated for
each thrreat scenarioo.
Figure 188: Characterristics of the nuclear
n
scenaarios6

6

the link to the contextt scenarios is expressed by colours
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Source: ETTIS this report

4.4

CRITICAL REVIEW OF SCENARIO DEVELOPMENT IN WP4

Based on the methodological discussion in chapter 4 and the description of the methodology
used in ETTIS some findings should be pointed out and discussed in this chapter:
●
●
●

4.4.1

Evaluation criteria for scenario development,
Handling the different time horizons in the domains,
Dynamics of scenarios.
Evaluation criteria for scenario development

The purpose of the scenario process is high relevant for choosing the appropriate approach.
Besides the identification of societal security needs, the scenarios in ETTIS are used on the
one hand to evaluate what kind of solutions could be suggested or should be developed to
meet these needs; On the other hand to prioritise the solutions (Are they robust towards the
different scenarios for one domain? Are they robust towards the different domains?) For this
purpose it made sense to work with consistent scenarios describing plausible and different
framework conditions for the solutions.
The description of the scenario approach in ETTIS (chapter 4) included already some
reflections about the consistency analysis and further scenario validation criteria. The internal
consistency (within one scenario) is an important attribute of any scenario as well as their
external diversity (between different scenarios). Especially for complex problems with a large
number of the key factors, the detailed analysis using the consistency matrix is recommended.
Generating the bundles with future projections is based on one further important criterion, the
diversity. This is important in particular for testing the robustness of solutions, which will be
proposed according to the scenarios. This is the reason for not using probabilities in
scenarios, which was a major discussion in the consistency analysis (chapter 4.1.1). However
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this aspect was discussed in ETTIS with the involved experts and within the consortium at
different steps.
The plausibility of scenarios was supported by the influence analysis (see chapter 4.3.2) in
which the interrelationships among the key factors were investigated. The analysis provided
findings about which key factors might be the main driving forces in the scenarios and
supported the development of an internal logic for each scenario.
A further criterion that was taken into account is the utility, which means that scenarios must
meet a specified purpose. The purpose of scenario building in ETTIS is deriving societal
needs and setting the different framework conditions for the analysis on how to handle the
identified needs Thus the scenarios included a wide range of threats which are described by
the future projections and have a high relevance for the identification of societal needs. As the
validation workshop showed, in particular the intensity of the identified needs varies in the
different scenarios.
The intelligibility, which means that scenarios must be comprehensible and transparent, was
supported by the documentation of each step of scenario development, e.g. the identification
of the relevant aspects for the context and the domains; the expert´s identified priorities of
these aspects and the selected key factors; the identified future projections both on a short and
long term ; the results of the consistency analysis as a proven method for bundling the future
projections within and across scenarios; the results of the influence analysis to set a solid
basis for the scenario writing as well as the short scenario descriptions without considering
preferences and values of the authors.
4.4.2

Diversity of scenarios

It has been suggested that in the development of scenarios it is necessary to strike a balance
between plausibility and creation of new and challenging insights (Eriksson and Weber 2008;
van der Heijden 2005). One of the key arguments for using scenarios (instead of e.g.
prognoses/forecasts) in decision-making is that the future in general is very uncertain. One
key strategy is then to search for robust strategies, i.e. strategies that work reasonable well
across a wide range of future developments. In order to develop and assess the robustness of
these strategies it is important that the scenarios are widely spread, i.e. that they are diverse
(Kemp-Benedict, 2012). This means that the scenarios in a set should describe very different
possible development paths of the future.
In general there are two ways in which a scenario set can fail to be widely spread: General
conservatism, with all scenarios close together around some type of ‘business-as-usual’
future, or lack of balance in the sense that the set contains extreme hence challenging
scenarios in some ‘directions’ and un-challenging ones in other (see schematic illustration in
figure 19 below). The green points represent a conservative scenario set, the purple points
represent an unbalanced set and the red points represent a broadly spanning set of scenarios.
Figure 19: Schematic illustration of three archetypes of scenario sets
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Source: ETT
TIS this report

h
spread
d are the deeveloped thrreat scenariios. This chhart is based on the
Figure 19 shows, how
mathem
matically caalculated dissimilariti
d
ies among the scenaarios in eeach domaain. The
dissimillarity meanns the total number off different future
fu
projections and does not reefer to a
specificc dimensionn, like in figu
ure 20.
Figure 200: Diversity of
o threat scen
narios (based on the context scenarios) in ETTIS

Source: ETT
TIS this report

One obvvious way of
o assessing
g robustnesss of strategiies is to asssess the straategies overr a larger
set of sscenarios. However,
H
for
f analyticc tractabilitty it is neccessary to limit their number
(Bradfieeld et al. 2005).
2
In th
his context there was a discussio
on on the rrequired nu
umber of
context and threat scenarios in
i ETTIS aat the begin
nning of this project. U
Usually, forr context
scenarioos, one worrk with som
mething likee 3 to 6 scenarios as illustrated iin figure 20
0 above.
Followiing this appproach 3 to 4 scenarioos for conteext and 3 to
o 4 scenarioos for each
h domain
were reecommended (see D3.1). Moreovver, it was noted
n
that the numberr of threat scenario
should be bigger than the number off context scenarios.
s
Therefore
T
16 scenarios were
s
annd 4 threat scenarios
s
fo
or each dom
main (see fig
gure 20).
developped in total: 4 context scenarios
This nuumber of scenarios was
w not quitte easy to handle by the expertts in the vaalidation
workshoop, above all
a in using the
t developped scenario
os for the ideentificationn of societal security
needs. A
Also in thee consistenccy workshoop five scen
narios were proposed, four of theem were
selectedd by the connsortium members
m
as a basis for the develop
pment of thhreat scenarrios. The
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m of the diifferent dev
velopments described in the scen
narios is ver
ery broad. However
H
spectrum
from thhe theoreticaal point of view
v
there is still a po
ossibility to build furthher scenario
os, based
on the cconsistency analysis (seee figure 211), if requireed by furtheer project prroceeding.
Figure 211: Increasingg the number of threat sceenarios

Source: ETT
TIS this report

In orderr to assess ETTIS
E
meth
hodology fuurther, it wo
ould be valu
uable e to ddiscuss the diversity
d
and the number of scenarios in
n WP3.

4.4.3

H
Handling th
he different time horizzons in the domains

Differennt security domains reequire diffeerent time horizons.
h
Th
he considerred time ho
orizon in
ETTIS ddiffered acrross the diffferent domaains.: For the cyber dom
main a shortter time horrizon has
been set (5-10 yeaars), opposed to the nucclear and environmentt domains w
where a lon
nger time
frame ((10-15 yearrs) was ad
dopted. How
wever, the scenarios for cyber iinfrastructu
ure were
implem
mented in thee same context scenariios as the other
o
domains (with thhe time fram
me 10-15
years, seee figure 222).
This appproach s is based on the asssumption, that the in
n context scenario described
d
developpments (futture projecctions) migght also ap
pply for a shorter tiime horizo
on. This
assumpttion could be
b verified by
b a furtherr investigatio
on driven by the follow
wing questio
ons:
●
●

W
Which deveelopments in
n the contexxt scenarioss are already
y realized inn 5-10 yearss?
F
For which future
f
projections is ann adjustmentt of the desccribed devellopment req
quired?

This shoould be connsidered whiile includingg more dom
mains with a different ccharacteristiic.
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Figure 222: Time horizzon in ETTIS
S

Source: ETT
TIS this report

Table 5 shows ann example of future pprojections for the keey factor “r
“role of intellectual
propertyy rights”. The
T future projection “national frameworks
fr
and strateggic use of patents”
(15C) ccould also apply to th
he time fraame of 5 to
o 10 years, thus desccribing the forward
projection of the “status
“
quo””. Converseely, the asssumption “aagreed uponn EU patent” (15B)
could bbe too “opttimistic” an
nd should be adjusted to the sh
horter timee frame, e.g. “first
discussiion on an agreement upon EU patent”. Alternative
A
it
i could bee exclude from
f
the
analysiss.
Table 5: Context factors and theirr passive and active influence levels
15 A | Open know
wledge in
15 B | Agreeed upon EU
EU
patent

Rolee of
Intelleectual
Prop
perty
Rights (IPR)





Open knowleedge knowledge iss seen as
common prop
perty
Rare granting
g of
exclusive pattents
Open Source, Open Data
and Crowd Sourcing
Working on common
c
standards





15 C | N
National fram
meworks
& straategic use of patents
p

Europeaan harmonisattion, 
Member states agreed
d
upon EU
U patent; Actiions
dependiing on the sector
(e.g. So
oftware)

Protectiion of knowledge
is imporrtant, confiden
ntial
handling
g of knowledg
ge

Source: ETT
TIS D.4.4 report

mics of scenaarios
Dynam
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Noo harmonisatio
on on EU
levvel; National laws
l
doominate in the field of
IPR
R
Muultiple patent
app
pplications are
neecessary for prrotection;
Strrategic use off patents

ure the diffferent time frames of the
t differennt domains could
c
be
One posssible soluttion to captu
the moddelling of scenarios, which alloows step-by
y-step-building of scennarios (see chapter
4.1.1). A typical procedure
p
for the quaantification of scenariios using syystem dynaamics is
presenteed by Erdm
mann (2004,, see figure 23). He prresent also some
s
lessonns learned resulting
r
from the practical experience with the quuantification
n of scenariios by moddelling (Kossko et al.
2008, p. 62):
T
To quantifyy scenarios and translat
ate them into
o models th
he consistenncy of the scenarios
s
iis required.. Scenarios must be b ased on thee same inteernal logic, such as th
he model
ootherwise the
t results are not intterpretable. The consisstency anallysis is parrticularly
ssuitable for this purposse.
● F
Fixed valuees for the quantificatio
q
on of future projectionss are not reequired, ban
ndwidths
aare sufficiennt.
● T
The added value of modelling,
m
aalso in com
mparison to qualitativee methods of
o future
rresearch, is on the onee hand quanntitative resu
ults and n th
he other hannd a system
matic and
ttransparent approach where the scenario and
a
the mo
odelling prrocess supp
ports the
aacceptance of the resullts.
●

Figure 233: Quantificaation of scena
arios by syste m dynamics (hybrid scena
arios)

Source: Erddmann 2004, p. 200

E
was captured in
n two different ways:
The dynnamics of sccenarios in ETTIS
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The influence analysis which identified the most influent key factors. Each future
projection of these factors could be a starting point for a possible change of other
developments (other future projections).
● The results of the influence analysis flowed into the scenario stories which follow this
causal chain and in this way describe how events might unfold between now and the
future in order to capture the dynamics of developments.
●

The influence analysis could build a bridge between the scenarios and the model, when it
would be extended to the assumptions about the impact of the future projections. In the
interaction matrix for each future projection it must be checked to which extent it is
influenced by every other future projection and vice versa (see KSIM, chapter 4.1.1).
Furthermore, the future projections must be quantified to identify the variables for the model
(see Table 6).
Table 6: Quantification of future projections – an example
Key factors
EU security R&D
infrastructure

Commercialization
strategy of R&D
Design and orientation
of R&D
Capabilities &
capacities in R&D

Examples of indicators
 RTD expenditure of the industry / RTD expenditure of the public sector / EU /
nations
 Number of similar themes in national and European research agendas
 Duration of R&D cooperations
 Number of research programs
 …
 Number of training concepts for new systems and technologies
 Number of “open innovation” platforms
 …









Number of security technologies
Number of technologies with dual use (civil and military)
Number of disaster and emergencies
…
Supply-demand-balance of human resources in EU
Number of jobs in the security R&D
Development of wages and salaries in security R&D
…

Source: ETTIS this report

5

METHODS FOR NEED IDENTIFICATION

Based on the threats scenarios (see chapter 4.3.3) following a particular context (see chapter
4.3.2) as well as the additional threats (see chapter 3), a further analysis was carried out in
order to identify societal security needs. The leading question of this investigation was: What
happens when a threat occurs in the different scenarios? This analysis contains the following
activities:
●

Research based analysis of needs: Defining terms, structuring the existing
classifications of needs, transfer of these results to the field of security, in particular to
cyber infrastructure, nuclear and environment (input to WP3).
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●

Identification of societal security needs: Scenario validation workshop to derive needs
based on the threats occurring in the different contexts, described by the context based
threat scenarios.

The main source for the identification of societal security needs was the scenario validation
workshop. In order to validate the outcome of the previous scenario development process, this
workshop firstly contributed to the scenario discussion as well as to further identification and
selection of threats for cyber infrastructure, nuclear and environment. Secondly, it provided
additional crucial and solid groundwork for the identification of societal security needs by
describing what happens when a threat occurs in different scenarios. The target group of the
workshop was the user group encompassing the most relevant stakeholders from different
security related organisations, civil society organisations, the public and researchers, high
level policy-makers in the field of security as well as other stakeholders.
In general the scenario validation workshop included structured discussion with a selected
group of experts, specifically in this case from the field of cyber infrastructure, nuclear and
environment, to gain information about their views to security threats and needs referred to
the scenarios as well as to the workshop’s broader aims. The interaction among experts from
different background is very important for obtaining several perspectives about the same
topic. Therefore one workshop for all fields, cyber infrastructure, nuclear and environment
was conducted. For this reason we also invited representatives of companies which deal with
security in general, e.g. work in security businesses, develop or use security technologies as
well as deal with further security aspects, like societal issues.
As a final result, the answers, opinions and recommendations were implemented in the further
identification of societal needs. Taking in regard the workshop recommendations societal
security needs were identified for alls scenarios as a final result of WP4 and a direct input to
WP5 and WP6.
Figure 24: Identification of societal security needs
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Source: ETT
TIS this report

ocused on vvalidating the
t treats and
a their reelations to different
Thoughh the worksshop was fo
scenarioos, one partt of the work
k was dediccated to derrive societall needs relat
ated to the id
dentified
threats. Each groupp was asked
d to name soocietal secu
urity needs which
w
arisee from the described
d
threats. The initial discussion showed som
me difficultiies related to this task:
T
The first problem was that the tterming off societal needs
n
respeectively to societal
ssecurity neeeds differeed stronglyy among thee participan
nts. Additioonally the definition
d
oof societal needs as given
g
by thhe consortiia (see D3..1) was connsidered to
o be too
aabstract, thoough examp
ples were prresented.
● T
The underlyying probleem was twoofold: One point
p
is that security nneeds, resp
pectively
ssocietal neeeds, have different meanings in the diffferent grouups, so resu
ults and
cconclusionss might varry. The maain differen
nce was eith
her on the focus on technical
t
aaspects, suuch as “tracceability off actors” an
nd “useablee solutions”” or more societal
aaspects suchh as “trust/cconfidence””. Moreoverr, it was rem
marked thatt security ittself is a
ssocietal need, where further
f
detaailing would
d lead to problems. Thhis already indicates
i
tthe secondd difficulty,, the differrentiation between societal
s
neeeds and resulting
r
ssolutions. In
I many cases the expperts’ suggeestions comb
bined needss and solutiions like
iin the case of AI safeg
guards, wheere trust buiilds through
h regulationn of the proccess (i.e.
rrequiremennt of human action for ccritical decisions).
● A
All in all the
t discussiion led to the questio
ons how societal secuurity needs can be
sspecified and
a to whatt extend it is possiblee to separatte needs annd solutionss/options
dduring suchh a process of
o identificaation.
●

Based oon this findding, the fiinal processs of identiffying societtal securityy needs foccused on
identifyying overall societal neeeds in ordeer to avoid the problem
ms of differrentiation described
d
above. IIt was argued, that all threats, whhich are assiigned to on
ne of these tthreat sourcces, have
the sam
me effects on societal security
s
neeeds. Furtherr, it was arg
gued that thhe same thrreats are
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possible in each of the four scenarios. The only difference is that some threats are more likely
to happen and have a higher impact in some scenarios than in other ones. The societal security
needs differ only slightly in the orange, the pink and the yellow scenario, whereas there are
mostly other societal security needs in the green scenario.
Following insights and challenges with regard to the need identification should be
pointed out:
●

●

●

●

●

●

Deriving societal security needs was a challenge because of the blurry conceptual
boundaries between needs and solutions and the practical difficulties of conveying the
difference to others (interviews with stakeholders in the validation workshop). This
could result from the specific nature of security being a need in itself. The more
specific the description of the security need is, the more difficult the distinction
between need and solution.. Thus, concrete needs mostly include solutions. Therefore,
needs stay either at a more abstract level, describing issues like the need for
protection, or easily end up at a level close to potential solutions, such as specific
types of training measures or technical solutions. In principle, a higher level of
description was desired in the analysis, but in some cases there were also more
specific needs listed.
There are also some other remarkable insights from the exercise. One relates to the
challenge of ambiguity for which the question of identity in the internet is a good
example. While in many cases like disproportion, but also in cases like data trails, the
protection of anonymity would be seen as an advantage, many other cases show the
need for clear identification such as vigilantism or cyber mobbing.
Another challenge was handling the different perceptions of threats, i.e. the question if
a threat is resolvable and how. The answer results in different level of impact in each
scenario.
Finally, there was the challenge to determine different needs for the different
scenarios. In most cases, two, three or even four scenarios showed similar patterns for
each domain. In those cases, it was hard to derive different needs. Only in some cases,
it was clear that one or two scenarios strongly vary due to the different framework
conditions in these scenarios. However, the impact differs between scenarios and is
significantly higher or lower. Based on that assumption, the resulting needs will not
vary so much across the scenarios. More differentiations would be possible if the
likelihood of what is also taken into account. Therefore, different solutions should be
proposed in different scenarios depending on the need intensity.
There is a diversity of societal security needs across the domains, but there are still
some overlaps:
o Protection (e.g. of goods, immaterial goods, health, people),
o Regulation (e.g. implementation, improvement),
o Education, training (e.g. qualified workforce, educated society),
o Information and transparency (e.g. about risks, measures, incidents)
o International cooperation (e.g. regulation, agreements, enforcement),
o Trust, reducing fear, safety culture and responsibility (e.g. trust in government,
own responsibility)
o Risk management (e.g. impact planning; simulation; modelling).
It was challenging for the experts to handle the term “societal security needs”.
Identification of threats effects the following key questions: In which areas might the
threat be relevant? For which institutions might this threat be relevant? For which
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rregions/ staates might this
t threat bbe most releevant? Whaat kind of innfluence might
m
this
tthreat have on these areas/ instituttions/ region
ns? What might
m
be poteential risks??
A
As an exam
mple: Theree was a disccussion abo
out what is actually soociety and what
w
are
iinstitutions (see figure 25).
Figure 255: Different aspect
a
of society on institu
utional level7

Source: ETT
TIS this report

ns emerginng from thee scenario validation workshop,, further
In addiition to thee discussion
activitiees to identify social security neeeds were paart of WP4;: Firstly, tthe intervieews with
stakeholders in tassk 4.1 (see D4.5)
D
and, secondly, the
t analysiss of key woorks within security
related future studdies. This research-bassed analysiss of needs contained ii.e. defining terms,
structurring the exissting classifications off needs as well
w as the transfer of these resullts to the
field of security, inn particular to
t cyber inffrastructure,, nuclear and environm
ment.
more an addditional an
nalysis of thhe literature related to
o the theoryy of needs (human
Furtherm
needs) is under way
w in WP5
5 to extractt and transsfer addition
nal theoretiical insightts to the
m
gical insightts expected from this aanalysis wh
hich will
project. There are important methodolog
be transsferred to WP3.
W

6

OP
PTIONS FO
OR SCENA
ARIO DEV
VELOPMEN
NT FROM
M WP5

As has been descrribed in the report so ffar, scenariios played a crucial roole in WP4. This is
certainlyy true also in WP5. In
n this sectioon a numbeer of key ob
bservations regarding scenario
developpment from WP5 perspective is draawn.
m of WP5 is twofold:
The aim
1. T
To identify emerging solutions
s
foor societal seecurity need
ds, both of a technolog
gical and
nnon-technollogical natu
ure (technicaal artefacts and instituttional structtures);
7

see dottted circles
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To developp methodollogical com
mponents for
fo the iden
ntification and assessment of
2. T
ssolutions foor societal security needds against th
he backgrou
und of diffeerent scenarios.
In short
rt, the aim of WP5 iss to identify
fy and asseess solution
ns for socieetal security
y needs.
Scenarioos are needed for both these tasks .
6.1 HOW TO ASSSESS CURRENT AND FUTTURE CAPAB
BILITIES?
A solutiion for societal security
y needs is ccomposed off capabilitiees. These caapabilities can
c be of
technicaal nature or institutionaal nature. C
Capabilities can
c be at ou
ur disposal, or not yet in place.
The lattter are cappabilities thaat need to be develop
ped and thiis is wheree the main issue of
ETTIS, i.e. researcch and innov
vation priorritisation en
nters. In efffect, what W
WP5 tries to
o address
is to answer the quuestion: Giv
ven a speciffic societal security neeed, now orr in the futu
ure, what
capabiliities, at our disposal an
nd not yet inn place, do we need in
n order to m
meet this need? And
what kinnd of researrch is needeed to make tthe necessarry capabilitiies availablee?
The starrting point for the anaalysis in WP
P5 is the id
dentified neeeds as indiicated in tab
ble 3 on
page 31 above. In this
t table, a capability addresses on
o or severaal societal nneeds in onee and the
same m
matrix elem
ment or in several
s
mattrix elemen
nts. The next stage inn the analysis is to
construcct portfolioss of capabilities, see illlustration in
n figure 26 below.
b

Figure 266: Portfolios of
o solutions

C3

C4

Source: ETT
TIS this report

t figure, all
a capabilitiies except one
o (C2) add
dress only oone societal need for
As is inndicated in the
in this illu
one thrreat scenariio in one context
c
sceenario. The solution constructed
c
ustrative
examplee – the porttfolio consiisting of thee capabilitiees C1 ,C2 an
nd C3 – is ccapable of handling
h
threat 1 in context B, and it co
ontributes too the handliing of threatt 1 in conteext A and th
hreat 2 in
context A. It is impportant to underline thaat capabilitiies can be part
p of moree than one portfolio,
p
a feature not illustrrated in the figure.
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The asssessment wiith regards to the diffeerent futuree societies, i.e. the conntext scenarrios, will
take plaace at the portfolio lev
vel; individuual capabilitties will not be assesseed at this sttage, see
figure 227. Howevver, since it
i is capabiilities that give rise to researchh needs, in
ndividual
capabiliities will thhen be assesssed. So, firrst we indentify robustt portfolios of capabiliities, i.e.
portfolioos that perfform well over
o
a rangee of contex
xt scenarios, and then tthese portfo
olios are
analysedd with regaard to the caapabilities tthat constitu
ute them. In
n this stagee of the anaalysis we
foresee that networrk analysis could be ussed: each caapability is a node and two capabillities are
linked if they are part of any portfolio.
p
Figure 277: Assessmen
nt of solutionss in face of ET
TTIS contextt scenarios

So
olution X
Solution Y

Solution Z

Assesssment
Assesssment

Assesssment

Source: ETT
TIS this report

As has been discussed above (section 4..4.3), differrent threat/cchallenge arreas imply different
time perrspective inn the scenarrios used (egg. cyber vs. climate ch
hange), this is also the case for
context scenarios as used in Figure 27. In any casse, the solu
utions that are assesseed in the
matrix iin Figure 277 contain information tthat should guide
g
decision on reseaarch and inn
novation
prioritissation todayy and/or in a near futurre. Hence, there
t
is a tim
me gap betw
ween the ho
orizontal
and verttical dimenssion in Figu
ure 27.
In generral this constitutes a seerious probllem, and on
ne could deb
bate how im
mportant a reduction
of uncerrtainty is foor decision-making in tthe context of research
h and innovvation prioriitization.
While ssome considder accurate and reliabble predictiions to be an
a essentiall input in planning,
p
others aargue that one
o should rather look for alternaative decisio
on-making fframeworkss able to
cope wiith deep unccertainty. And this is prrecisely what ETTIS atttempts to ddo.
Naturallly, differennt decision--making appproaches are
a associatted with thhese two positions.
While thhe first view
w (sometim
mes called thhe ‘learn and
d predict then act’ strattegy) can be related
to an ‘ooptimum poolicy schoo
ol’, the secoond position
n holds thaat one insteead should seek for
robust sstrategies, i..e. strategies that perfoorm well ev
ven in the worst-case.
w
H
However, in
nstead of
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waiting for reliable predictions or seeking for a robust strategy, there is the alternative of
applying a flexible strategy, i.e. a strategy that can be adjusted when new information
becomes available. Other name for this is adaptive management in ecology (Walker et al.
2004) and real options theory in economics (Dixit and Pindyck 1994). The possibility to
include “adaptive thinking” in research and innovation priority setting will be investigated in
WP5 and WP6. This introduces a dynamical element into the ETTIS methodology.

6.2

HOW TO IDENTIFY SOLUTIONS

During the course of the ETTIS project a somewhat modified view on one of the basic
assumptions underlying the project has emerged. When designing the project, threats
identification was a corner stone of the approach taken. Although this is still a very important
ingredient of ETTIS we do see a shift towards less focus on identifying threats and more focus
on the aim, i.e. a more secure society. In other words, identifying sources of security is as
important as identifying threats. This is also reflected in the shift of emphasis when
comparing FP7’s theme security to Horizon 2020’s societal challenge Secure Societies –
protecting freedom and security of Europe and its citizens. In effect, what we are witnessing
is a shift from a threat-based research agenda into a resilience-based research agenda for
tackling the societal challenge Secure Societies.
We think this shift has methodological consequences for ETTIS. One hypothesis is that, in a
resilience-based approach to security, it will be less important to identify a complete set of
threats (which is in practice always impossible, but still the ultimate goal) and more important
to identify a representative set of threats, against which key ingredients of resilience can be
analysed and assessed. With regard to capabilities the methodology need to be able to
identify two types: i) defensive capabilities, i.e. capabilities that addresses a identified threat,
and ii) resilience-enhancing capabilities, i.e. those capabilities that contribute to build a more
resilient society. From a scenario methodological point of view this underlines the need to
work with a diverse set of scenarios as discussed in section 4.4.2 above. This said, it will of
course still be important to be able to identify threats in any effort to reach a more rational
decision making process for research and innovation prioritization in the field of security.
In order to work with the task of finding a representative set of threats (or the more general
term challenges) for a specific domain, it is important to work with threat/challenges
scenarios on different systems levels and with differences with regard to the
technology/institutional mix. A threat on high system level could be a scenario where the
financial system is targeted, while a threat on low system level could be a new chemical drug
targeted to teenagers. A threat with less technology/institutional mix could be a new
explosives device, while new threat to personal integrity is most probably a mix between new
technologies within ICT, new social habits and possible new regulations. The later will
require an understanding of the evolving interaction between technologies and social change.
In traditional sequential models of innovation, invention - ideas - precedes innovation, where
innovation is when an artefact is introduced into social practice. In most case however – and
to varying degree – such a model is too simple. Instead innovations evolve in a complex
interplay between innovators and users. Perhaps the most prominent example of users taking
part in the development of new technology is the invention of the World Wide Web. When
Tim Berners-Lee wrote the first proposal on a system for information sharing at the European
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Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN) he emphasized that it is impossible to predict
how users will use the system.
In line with this reasoning , WP5 has identified a need to work with more detailed case studies
within the three domains. For the cyber domain, the case study is concerned with what has
been called “cyber situational awareness”. This is the cyber analogue of situational awareness
in the physical space. Endsley (1995) has provide the perhaps most authoritative definition:
“Situation awareness is the perception of the elements in the environment within a volume of
time and space, the comprehension of their meaning, and the projection of their status in the
near future.”
A key technology in cyber situational awareness is information fusion. The idea is to fuse
information from different sensors to get better information about an issue. What is meant by
”better” needs to be defined from case to case.
Cyber situational awareness underlines the need to shift the terminology from threat scenario
to challenge scenarios: Cyber situational awareness could be a threat but it could also be a
source of increased security. Hence, WP5 will build the case cyber situational awareness as a
challenge scenario.
In order to develop the case study an internal ETTIS workshop was organised in Stockholm
on 2013-08-21. The aim of the workshop was to start to construct a morphological field for
cyber situational awareness. The idea is to construct a morphological field which can then be
used for generating many challenge scenarios related to cyber situational awareness. In this
way we intend to build a dynamical model that can be used for the identification of needs and
solutions and assessed across context scenarios. The workshop identified 15 key factors and
for some of those factors different future projections were constructed. Examples of key
factors include “Actor”, “Cyber situational tasks” and “Legal framework”. For the first of
these key factors identified future projections were “NGO”, “Criminal organisation”,
“Individual” and “Lobby organisation”. For the complete list of key factors and future
projections, see Appendix.
In two brainstorming sessions we generated proposed variables and variable states. States
were constructed only for a few selected variables.
Table 7: Example of a morphological field in CSA
Variable
Nr.
1

Variable Name

possible states

Actor

1A: NGO
1B: Lobby organization
1C: Civil society organization
1D: Individual
1E: International governmental organisations (eg. EU, Nato, UN,..)
1F: Activists
1G: Governmental organisations
1H: Criminal organisations
1I: States
1J: Terrorist organisations
1K: Corporations
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… and combinations of these
2

CSA tasks

2A: Early warning of interesting events
2B: Real time monitoring
Intelligence preparation of the battlefield
2D: Identifying long-term trends
2E: Tracing the impact of your actions
2F: Credibility and reliability of information
2G: Identify typical patterns
2H: Exposed deception
2I: Targeted information sharing

3

Legal
framework

3A: Weak protection of the public and of private integrity
3B: Weak protection of the public and strong protection of private integrity
3C: Strong protection of the public and weak protection of private integrity
3D: Strong protection of the public and of private integrity

Source: ETTIS this report

In addition to these three variables, the following variables were generated.
Table 8: Additional possible variables for the CSA morphological field
Variable no.
4

Variable name
CSA system

6
7
8.
9.
10.

Infrastructure
Access to information
Credibility and reliability of information provider
Reference information
Ownership of data

11.

The other guy intent

12.
13.

The other guy – capabilities
People’s cyber habits

14.

Companies’ cyber habits

15.

Processing and interpretation of information

Source: ETTIS this report

This information is currently the subject for further analysis within WP5. The aim is to be
able to construct a number of challenge scenarios from the morphological field in accordance
with the requirements discuss above. Other cases will also be developed within WP5 in order
to further advance the methodology.

7

METHODOLOGICAL DISCUSSION POINTS

After more than 1 1/2 year of research in ETTIS some discussion points arise. Methodical
developments are in the centre of ETTIS research. However to be useful the methods
developed in ETTIS should have a practical value, they should be relevant to end users and
reliable in their application to practical problems in research and innovation
planning/prioritisation.
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Even if the comments to quality of our research methods were discussed in each methodical
chapter in this report, there are some discussion points, relevant to all work packages, which
should be discussed in the following.
Scenarios are a core activity in ETTIS. They are used in WP4 and WP5 and they will be used
in WP6. There is a huge amount of different techniques to develop and use scenarios. Often
the decision to use one or another technique is not self-explaining and should be discussed in
relation the purpose of the research objectives. This was the reason to include the first results
from WP5 into this report. Comparing the threat scenarios from WP4 and the morphological
fields for specific threats as utilised in WP5, it becomes obvious, that the level of abstraction,
the descriptive items and the content are different. This means, that there might be a need for
some adjustments to the work plan in ETTIS.
In addition to this, the threat identification methods delivered a wide range of different weak
signals for threats, options, needs, wild cards and disruptive events. By now, this is widely
unused in the project and there might be some opportunity to include this in the ETTIS work.
From a substance point of view, one possible strategy would be to use this raw data as an
input to the task of identifying the capabilities that build up solutions in WP5. This could be
used as a “seed set” of capabilities for the Delphi study (Task 5.3). In this way, the preidentified capabilities could act as inspiration of the respondents when they are asked to
generate further capabilities as a basis for the construction of portfolios, i.e. solutions to
societal security needs. Of course, this implies a considerable effort of back-office work in
order to interpret the automatically generated output since the raw date needs human
reasoning and interpretation (see further chapter 3.2.3). In most case this work includes the
necessary translation of a threat, a need or an option into capabilities. This is far from a nontrivial task.
ETTIS has a commitment to usability for end user. From a practical point of view, ETTIS will
produce a list of research topics for a future security research agenda (either Horizon 2020 or
national) to demonstrate that the methods developed in ETTIS can contribute substantial
inputs to long term research and innovation management. Therefore it is a good time to be
very specific in the processes of how the research results fit into the work of e.g. policy
makers; first aiders, strategic planner, etc. How can we make sure, that they will have
interests in results and that they will get informed about the existence of these results?
The following figure shows a broad overview of who is formally involved in national and EU
security research coordination and agenda setting. However, reality is more complex than
these pictures suggest, with several informal processes of sense-making and lobbying
superposing the formal processes. The WP6 team is right now working on a more in detail
process description of agenda setting activities in the security domain.
Figure 28: Agenda setting in security research
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the waste in the stationary orbit is a cyber threat (it will cause the breakdown of the
communication worldwide, or an environmental threat, because it is caused by space waste).
So, in reference to the original goal of the scanning activity- to start with no domain
exclusion- it is not much more restrictive to search in these domains, as these three domains
are not restrictive. However in a real world application of the ETTIS scanning methods, we
should usually start to operate without domain restriction.
Given the focus of WP5 on cyber situational awareness, climate induced migration and a
nuclear threat; this indeed will lead us into a more restrictive analysis, which should be
considered in the WP6 methodical discussion.
In WP4, we identified different types of threats. It is probably worthwhile to go into a more in
detail analysis of these threats to find more "general" ways of protection. Dealing with
different types of threats is common in national risk maps. A comparison of the threats from
ETTIS, with the threats, already mentioned in national risk maps could give some insights
into which threats are not well known in EU countries. In addition this would provide the
opportunity to be more consistent with these risk maps and thus be more effective in
communication of new threats.
While working on WP4 there were different discussions about the time frame of scenarios and
the time frame of ETTIS. On the one hand timing is very important for strategic long term
planners, as they need to build up future capabilities right in time. On the other hand it is a
resilient strategy to address unknown time frames, by leaving out timing.

8

CONCLUSIONS AND PROPOSED
METHODICAL CONCEPT

ADAPTIONS

TO

THE

ETTIS

This report aimed at summarising and assessing methodological insights from WP4,
especially concerning scenario development, scenario utilisation and weak signal scanning. In
addition to this, the report started a discussion about the contribution of WP 4 research in the
overarching ETTIS research framework. After presenting the methodical work of WP 4 it
becomes clear, that part of the ETTIS goals have been reached (marked in grey in the
following list), while others are still open (marked in blue in the following list).
As mentioned at the beginning of this report, the aims of the ETTIS project are
1. "to identify, understand and assess in a scenarios framework future threats, needs and
opportunities for societal security,
2. to develop and test a methodological approach and model for a revolving process of
security research priority setting,
3. to derive research priorities geared towards the needs of user organisations, as well
as rationales and options for policy intervention, and
4. to help increase awareness of and attention to security research results, and
contribute to overcoming barriers by advancing and testing a range of intelligence
tools and techniques."9
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WP 5 will produce morphological fields for the three use cases: cyber situational awareness,
climate induced migration and at nuclear case, which still needs to be defined in more detail.
In addition, as described in chapter 6, WP 5 will produce a methodology for assessment of
existing and future solutions as a basis for the prioritisation of future research needs in the
three aforementioned cases.
A first methodical concept of WP 6 point to the direction, that the context scenarios from WP
4 are suitable for war gaming. In WP 6 two different workshops are planned. WS I aims at
making interests and value judgments explicit. For instance, security needs, budgetary
constraints and industrial interests do not necessarily cohere, but need to be balanced to
achieve an acceptable outcome. WS II will specify priorities and formulate the trade-offs
resulting from these choices. Both topics are suitable for group discussions, having in mind
the concept of adaptive planning.
For this process it would be necessary to have a list of threat topics, societal security needs
and possible research topics. A critical point for this concept is that the level of abstraction
and the level of detail need to fit the intended outcome.
From a methodological point of view the following conclusions regarding the continuation of
ETTIS can be drawn:
1. Scenarios were foreseen to play a key role throughout the whole project. The
experience from the work in WP4 is that this is still true: Scenarios are a key
methodological constituent of the ETTIS methodology for research and innovation
prioritisation.
2. However, WP 4 has created a “scenario jungle” that needs to be tamed. There are
many different types of scenarios – broad context scenarios, more specific context
based threat scenarios, and detailed descriptions of threats. Additional scenarios are
foreseen in WP 5. It is crucial for ETTIS that the appropriate level of abstraction is
applied for each scenario type. It is fair to say that this task has not and could not
been fulfilled in a single report. It needs further discussion between all partners in
WP 5 and WP 6 and should probably be discussed in the whole consortium.
3. The work in WP4 concerning scenario development included quantitative techniques,
especially consistency analysis. Another technique that was discussion in this report
is diversity analysis. Hitherto in the project, the methodological development with
regard to quantitative scenario development has been very limited, the work has
rather focus on utilising well established techniques for scenario development.
However, this report has indentified possible such development path, e.g. the
combination of consistency and diversity analysis for scenario development. Such
methodological development is currently elaborated in WP5.
4. Another issue regarding scenario development is the handling of different time
perspectives. This aspect of scenario development was highlighted by the huge
difference in inertia between the domains cyber and nuclear. This issue was
discussed from a methodological point of view, but here further research needs to be
done.
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5. During the course of the work in WP4 we have witnessed a tendency of moving from
a threat based perspective on security research to a more ‘resilience’ based approach,
in Horizon 2020. This is no strict dichotomy; it is rather a shift in emphasis. This
shift has methodological implications yet to be explored.
6. This report has laid the ground for the work of identifying and assessing solutions to
societal security needs, i.e. the work of WP5. The work in WP4 has been heavy
towards substance, with the delivery of a huge amount of substantive information. In
order to advance the methodological development in ETTIS further, WP5 will show
a different balance between substance and method.
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10 APPENDIX
ETTIS GLOSSARY VERSION 2
Term
Adaptive

Meaning
A policy solution is adaptive when it is effective in a changing environment by adapting to
the new situation
Capability
The ability to address a societal need, consisting of technical artifacts and/or institutional
structures which together make up the solution to a societal need
Capability not yet A future capability is an option or the right, but not the obligation, to obtain a capability at a
in place
later time, typically with research efforts and cost for this efforts from today..
Challenge
A scenario describing a concrete security challenges. This could be either a threat to
scenario
security or a source for enhanced security.
Context scenario Depiction of a future world at an aggregated level, although typically geared to a specific
problem area like societal security. It´s an environmental scenario around the specific
problem area with strong interactions with it
Delphi method
An anonymous 2-round survey amongst experts to solicit views and build consensus
Disruptive Event See the definition of “wild card”
Domain
Domain is a specific theme (e.g. cyber security), where threats, needs, capabilities, options
and solutions can be identified
Hazard
Results from unintentional acts, like accidents, system failure or natural disaster
Inside-out
Policymakers approach a policy issue a from the inside facing outward
Key factor
Relevant aspects or variables shaping the future of the field that is being analysed (security in
generally, domain or focal issue or concrete threat). Key factors are related to scenarios
(contextual key factors, threat key factors and challenge key factors). They describe the
essential parts of a scenario.
Need
A kind of requirement for response of a specific problem, which occurs if the response is not
available A threat scenario interpreted in a given context scenario generates a societal need.
It is often mediated through user needs (individual or collective)
Opportunities
An opportunity might either be a favourable or advantageous circumstance, occasion or time,
or a chance for progress or advancement. The advantage is usually related to a specific
group. Thus this group will consider the favorable event as opportunity.
Options
see the definition of capability not yet in place (the term is abandon as technical term in
ETTIS, for simplicity)
Outside-in
Policymakers approach a policy issue from the outside facing inward
Portfolio of
A group or collection of capabilities
capabilities
Robust
A policy measure (or capability) is robust if it is effective across different context scenarios
Stakeholders
Both conventional security research end-users and representatives from public and civil
society organisations that have some affinity with societal needs
Scenario
Solution
A solution addresses a (societal) need or (societal) needs
Taxonomy
Arrangement into classifications
Threat
Threats can be a warning that one is going to hurt or punish someone, they can be a sign of
something dangerous or unpleasant which may be, or is, about to happen, or they can be a
source of danger. In each meaning, the following 3 essential elements are part of a threat:
•
a harmful event
•
a cause of this event (either accidently or by intention)
•
a effect of this event
A threat is a subjective interpretation of a specific event. If this event is harmful to a person
or a group, this event is considered as a threat from all group members. This opinion is not
necessary shared by all other humans. In particular, there might be another group, who take
advantage from this event. They usually will not consider this event as a threat. Therefore,
threats are always subjective expression of a value.
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Threat scenario
Threat to the EU
Time horizon
Trend

Topic
Weak signals

Wild card

Deep uncertainty

Depiction of future developments in a specific field, cyber infrastructure, nuclear and
environment. These future developments may also describe aconcrete threat or hazard.
A threat results from intentional human activities and is potentially harmful to the security
of/in the EU
The length of time between the present and a moment in the future
A trend in general is a direction, derived from past data. It is usually based on linear pattern,
which only work in a specific context. Trends are usually described by time horizon, impact
and geographical coverage. Here in this report, a trend is used to make a distinction between
trends and wild cards. Trend as a future oriented concept is misleading. It is a well-known
fact that it is easy to discover a trend based on historical data on the stock exchange.
However it is nearly impossible to learn something about the share price from tomorrow
from this.
Topic is a semantical part of a text. A topic can be a weak signal, a threat, a need, an option,
a solution or a capability, besides other semantical functions, usually used in texts.
Weak signals are small and therefore often early signs to events, which point to future
threats, opportunities, needs or wild cards. In particular, the weak signals with a potential to
be a wild card often points to future strategic discontinuity. Therefore they have a high
analytical value for strategic long term planning.
Wild Cards are high-impact events that seem too incredible to believe in. Therefore they tend
to be overlooked in long term strategic planning. Often it leads even to a decrease in
reputation in the peer group, if a member of this peer group starts to discuss a wild card
seriously. In futurology, "wild cards" refer to low-probability, high-impact events, as
introduced by John Petersen author of 'Out of The Blue - How to Anticipate Big Future
Surprises'. However more important than probability is, that these topics are not well known
and not part of the mainstream discussion. Often these disruptive events are still too
incomplete to permit an accurate estimation of their impact and to determine possible
reactions. However for strategic long term planning and scenario development they are very
important, as they increase the ability in scenario planning, to adapt to surprises arising in
turbulent chaotic environments. In trend analysis, they point to trend breaks and tipping
points.
Analysts do not know or agree on the appropriate models to describe interactions among
system's variables, the probability distributions representing uncertainty and/or to value the
desirability of alternative outcomes10

10

Lempert, Popper, and Bankes, Shaping the Next One Hundred Years : New Methods for Quantitative, Longterm Policy Analysis.
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